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THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE THESI

4Today our country is in a state of depression. The
business that is the unavoidable consequence of the capitalistic^
system seems paralyzed. Many more than the average number of
persons are out of ^ork, and though production is high enough
proper distribution cannot be effected. Everyone’s well-being
including th^r livelihood has come to be dependent upon markets
and prices, and since these are unstable, livings are precarious
The intense force with which the realization of this fact has bepn
impressed upon the people through actual suffering, want, and
mental torture has produced much dissatisfaction with existing
conditions. It is just such a realization that has prompted
Mrs. Martin in the construction of her National Livelihood Plan,
the subject of the following: discussion.
The wife of a professor at Rollins College in Winter Park,,
Florida, the author has been a keen observer and student of
people and society for a long while. Her plan in some respects ,
bears the distinguishing features of an elderly mind. She
j
views the present social panorama with an eye to security
— ]
and to the calm and peace that is so desirable to persons well
along in years. She has disciplined her life to run smoothly
with little emotional excitation and so, somewhat falsely I
believe, feels everyone else can do likewise.
The National Livelihood Plan, if effected. calls for a more
or less extensive revision of nearly every phase of our life:
social, economic, and political. It is very inclusive, and a
thorough treatment of every phase, though not impossible, would
I
©flT .rroiaftSTTCTsib "io jB /t1 ei YT^mroo ii/o ifaJboT
5trf’8tX»i’iq[?C‘ 9rfi. in 80ff©Ltpe9floo ^IdBbtovsatj ei tsd& eesniBJjd
led’ffli/fl sgBTsvB srft nsrfi^ ©lom .JbesylBiBj Bmees me&aya
d^tfone i^id al riot&nirbotq d:^vod& bets t^frror lo Ji/o 8*rs anoeis^
fV
:axi£9Cf-IX©v e'anoyTcevflf .boooel^e erf i-onriBO floXitccTlT^telb Te^ioTcr,
noiTJLf ^^^eb^o<T^b ecf od" swoo ssd boodJt tw t£ ii'&d& i^atbuloal
etfoXieoeiq sie aj^rrlvll ,9lrffid*8*Ti:; otb ©eerief ©onfe fccie ^esoiiq Jbn£ I
n^erf aeri elrf^ no^Ssstlesj edS rfoirfw dftr ooio^ eaneStrl ©riT
brxB t^tnow j5i/tiTC9x^x;8 IsuSob d^uord:f ©Iqosq 6d& noqts taeae'iqxl
:^nl&a]:xe d^tv notSoBTtei&seBtb dom beouboin a«ri ©tcu^io^ Is^nsa
befqso’xq esri Ssdf rcttssi £6sz b rfoye ^914 ai d“I .arroi^lferroo
,nr8l<J booifllovl.I XBiioXd’S?! leri ^0 crci^oirlJcrToo ©ifi’ nt xil^Tjatf .eiM
,trotaBunaIb vnltroXXoJ edt Jo foeldua 9d&
roJnlW al ejjeXXoO aniXXoH Ss ‘xosBaJo'xq s Jo eJiv ed7
Jo Snebv&9 bas rtevrsado ffe9‘< b need eerf zndtifs &d^ fSblzall
8&o»qeot eicoB nl.naXq leH .©Xtrf^ ?c>noX s roJ yd-slooe bos eXqoeq
eri8 ,bal'a yXisfaXe ns Jo bsizs^boJ 'antdr* hr^af^atb 9d& aised
%
—yitliuoea od ©ye ns Brnsronsq Xstcoa ^cmaerq erfX awelv
XX9»^ BrroeTsq 0 ^ eX'^'aTisob os at &sd^ eoeeq brts aiXno odi ot bos
yfd&oome lun of eJlX led bsalXqtoalb sad ©ri8 .8T®9y ni ^rroXe
£ ytesXaJ fad^amoa ,oa Jbns aottsS toxa Xsaotfome aXfftX dfl^
.aetwe'^tX o5 nso eeX© ©rroyieve sX©©^ tSvelXed
oTom B Tclt sXXbo .be^osll© ,nBXS[ boorfXXeviJ XBnr»lcf sJf erfT
le^iX T£fO Jo sapdq yrava yXisen ^0 iroiBlven svleaafxe essX 10
B bns ,©vXei/XofrX yzov bI fl
.
laolflXcq baa tOiMOnooe ^XsXcoa.
bXt/ow tsXdXBsoqfinX foa d'wjodf ^esadq yiev© Jo faernfaeTf d^vorodf
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entail a great deal of time and labor, much more than the
I
j
writer has been able to eive it,
I
j
A greet deal of literature has been written about most
' aspects of the Society and Social change, and the writer has
done much reading to supplement a general background of in-
formation gained from several Sociology and Economics courses,
I
I
In any plan or sub ject that deals so importantly with
i
I human nature there are many "ifs" upon which all decisions
1
I
land opinions are dependent. Consideration of all would have
I
to lead to a very negative indecisive paper that would be of
I
I little value to anyone. Because of this, only more striking
and major questions have been taken up. The writer earnestly
hopes that there have been no very obvious points that she
I
rhas failed to consider; also, that no significant questions
arise in the minds of the readers that remain unanswered or
unexplained when they have reached the conclusion.
j;
p
The subject is thoroughly interesting but one upon which
|j
ij it is better for one to take no definite stand when discussing
Ij
''it with others. It is not uncommon to have a listener become
^
"very hot under the collar" when the plan is talked over.
I
Significant is the fact that thesd very persons can offer no
I
good logical reason for their disapproval.
I! More time would have resulted in a much more detailed
i;
ji
['discussion, and this limitation of time plus the rapid rate at
! which social changes are being suggested and given trials today
njcrfi* ©aom dojym ^lorfjeX ibrus etnt:t Jo Ineb ^b©t^ s ItjBtrto
.3-i evija od" slda xTBsrf asd rQ&Jtirt
cteoro neddaiw need serf eiir^s^&d-jtr Ifieb d’^eis A
Bflrf ro^tivf edt has ^esnsdo XelooS bna ydoXoof? ©d^ 'to B^catyea
-nl Jo bmjOTi^doBd Xai©n©*9 a dTreitelgcrt/a od- ^^nX&asT rioxjm arrof)
.eoei^oo eoinronooS Ibna y7?oXoXoo5 Xaiavae aioil Jbe/rla^ nold“JBin:to^
d&tv yl&nstroqo't oa eXuafc d’srfd- d-os^di/o lo nBXrf yni rrl
enolaioeJb XXa rfoMw noqfA; '’elt® ynarc oia e^edd' neau^d
©VBri biMow XI 8 lo ianoO .»trr©bn©qab ©ts onpinXyo bna
^0 ad fcXirow dadd' Z9<^sq evtsioebrfj avXdaiaan yrav a od fiaal .o.d”
'
.
<
;qnX3fi*rd8 aiom yrno ^afdd Tto eet/Boa^ .©noyna od ar/Xav aXdddX
YXd’Ba'mtsa ladltw arfT .q-y rredst nsod ©vad enoddaeup lofaTr bna
•. arfa dadd adniopf eyolvdo yrrev on nas'^ avsd aiarid dsrfd esTorf
anoldaeyp dnaod*^ insda on dcrid .oaXa jiebienoo od feeXia^- aad
TO JbeTarranany nlsm&J dadd anebaeT add Jo e^nlm : rfd nX ©eiia
.notanXonoo add bbdoaai evad ysd^i^ ned^ bentBlyxenu
doldr noqsj ©no dyd ;aflida©T©dni yXrfwrcioid aX dost-Cfye ad?
gnlfeavoElJb cadw bnada cdindtab on ©dad od ©no to^ ledda'f ei dX
atsooecf lenodaXX e ovjb^ od ncrcrnoony don al dl .aTendo riddw dl
,Tevo ftojfXad ei xibXo ©rid rreriv "isfloo add Te&na dori yrav"
on Te'dto nao anoaTepr yrsv beerfd darid dos^ ©rid al dnaoXlinjiiO
»r>
.Xi3Vc.Tqqj!aXt Tisrid toI noeasi XaoiTJoX boo?i
ftaXisdsb ©TOW riot/ic s ni JbsdlL^oi avcd fcXuow ©mXd ©toM
da sdsi bXqBT ©rid euXq ©xld Jo noXdadXTftX' eXrid bns , noXasjjoeifi
yabod eXalTd nevl^ bn© b&d©oq:£ix/E ©t© aeTirmrio XaXooa ricirii»
may in part explain any lack of depth you niierht consider son"e
portions to have.
Continued reading: and classification of current relative
material with periodic revision would add much to the value of
the paper. Just now it is difficult to imagine when if ever
such a subject could be dealt with conclusively.
riSvo?. !i©fciJ5fioo LToy rfd'q’sfe jTobX yns niBlcrx© ttrsa cif y£tfl
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eTitiSfsT itrtoTiiuo aof ^>n6 TjnlbsD^ beuntfnoO
to ouSbv ed;t ot doum bbB bCuor rtoteivsi oiJboiTeq leiiscrem
Te7© nadir sala'smf iiuomtb at &t iron :teul .zeqnq
? .yrsvieurDrtoo d^tr tXfisf) b£voo ^toe^due s rfouej
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STATEMENT OF THE PLAN
The Commons
Gapita.lsThe
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"All able -1301161 youn^;; people of the na.tion, both boys anl
3irls at 18 years of a-^e, as a continuation of their public anl
hiph school elucation 'i^oull enter an inlustrial organization
(The Cominons) for the purpose of prolucing anl listributing a
basic Livelihool in ITecessities only, (no luxuries) to the
entire pcpula,tion. Like the school system, it woull be univer-
sal anl compulsory, but v/oull operate without the use of Pioney.
"Demobilizing at 26 years of age (after S years of service
they \70uld then pass into "The Capitals," a society orga,nizel
precisely as is our present All-Capitalistic society, namely’-,
capitalistic, competitive, inlivilualistic, but confined indus-
trially to the traffic in Liucuries anl Surpluses only (no
necessities ) . As inhabitants or citizens of the capitals they
would be at liberty to enter any calling they chose in pursuit
of wealth, fame, power, skill, pleasure, ease, etc., being pro-
vided stea.lily and for life v/ith a reg.ilar supply of the ba,sic
necessities in goods anl services to be furnished them by the
labors of fresh, successive relays of young commoners coming up
in turn from the schools and taking trieir places in the ranks.
This continuous stream of necessary goods and services would be
kept pouring out over the entire country, being provided
successively by the moderate but well-trained and v/ell-organize-
labors of strong young generations working in their turn to win
for life economic freedom and independence."
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"The plan would satisfy the crying needs of our day for
Work and for Security by obtaining Security throu^ Work, so
long as the nation shall stand.
"The Coiimions is the Nation’s Mother. It extends the
mother-principle on and over into the activities of early youth
seeking always the best interests not only of the youth but of
the family. It receives the older children as they issue from
the school and inducts them into a great Nev/ School for G-etting
a-Living. It directs and controls them in motherly fashion,
(aided occasionally by a taste of fhtherly discipline) until
their task is finished and they have gained their independence.
Then, her task being completed, she turns them over to life —
to a free life in The Capitals v/here there-after they may find
or lose themselves."
This, in Mrs. Martin’s ovm words, is her plan as she
states it in her pamphlet "Prohibiting Poverty". Following is
an elaboration of her viev/s and a discussion of their pros and
cons
.
9
Ibid, pp.58 - 60

SOCIAL - ECONOMICS
Why is any economic change necessary?
jVhat are the alternatives to capitalism?
Could capitalism he altered so that it v/ould be more successfuli’
ox
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SOCIAL - ECONOMICS
In recent years, the world has undergone a profund economic
depression. Its far-reaching effects, the jeopardizing of
standards and of the fundamentals of life for many, the back-
o )r
ground of social misery and unrest et disorganization and loss
of morale for others, have centered attention upon the civiliza|f
tion of which these conditions have become a part. The wide-
spread opinion of the present time is that the capitalistic
system, the prevailing economic order in the world today, has
been found wanting.
The profit motive is the outstanding characteristic of
the capitalistic system. The acquisitiveness that is its root|s
has evolved in a society that has been founded upon individual
enterprise. Individual capitalism that came with the Industrial
Revolution was marked by the period of rapid invention, outstan||.-
ing mechanical discoveries, and large-scale production. It
brought the factory system along with specialization in vjork
and the use of power machinery. More recently its effects and
developments may be seen in the establishment and growth of big
business, trusts and mergers, and holding companies. Its im-
mediate disasters have been felt in stock market crashes, bank
failures, business failures, v/idespread unemployment, overpro-
duction or underconsumption, and the like. The last few years
have brought forth innumerable plans for various t^/pes of econoii^ic
planning and various attempts on a national scale to stem the
-4idQ of - depressed Qondi4>io«ar There ar e s everal alternatj-ge

12
systems whereby radical, or -possible even revolutionary, politi
changes might become effective remedial m.easures for society.
Of these systems. Socialism, Communism., and Fascism, are by far
the best known since they have attracted the sttention of the
world by their larger followings.
The following is only the briefest description of some
of the main points and philosophies of these movements.
Socialism: exists as an organized m-ovement that is working
for m.ore social justice ano erreater equality within society.
Its principles are generally considered to be in practice
wherever the government has taken over any of the functions
of society, as has occurred where regulation, o'Tiership, sub-
sidies, and other aids in leffislative and paternal tendencies
directed to conserving the social good have been effected.
A definition of socialism can be given best in two parts-
one economic, and one political. The first is concerned with
c
the prodution and distribution of goods, while the other deals
with the distribution of power.
In regard to production, all the land and capital m.ust
belong to the state. The state m.igrht have the privilege of
delegating the possession of specific factories, etc. to
some large body of producers or consumers. A trade-union or
a cooperative society would be classified in this group. In
regard to the distribution of goods, that amount paid for
each type of work m.ust be fixed by some public authority. A
minimum of what is required for bare necessities and a maximumi
cal
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of what will ffive the greatest incentive to efficient work
would he the considerations. There is no need of equality of
incorre for all, as part of the definition of socialism; what is
essential is that a man should not he ahle to extort unearned
profit hy his nossessions of the means of production whether
land or capital. However, Socialism certainly has, as one
of its ideals, the equality of income, subject only to such
modifications as may he imposed hy the special needs of various
classes or workers.^
"On the political side, socialism is not compatible with
autocracy or oligarchy, hut dem.ands that all sane adults shall
have an equal share of ultimate political power. Even the
Bolsheviki who oppose democracy during the time of transition,
regard it as part of their ideal and admit that socialism will
not he fully realized until it is possible to restore liberal
democratic institutions
.
Communism originally implied idealistic com.rrunity life
and utopias, hut has tended to become, in present-day usage,
closely identified with Russia and its experiment. Through-
out the world it has propagandist organizations, and these have
influenced much of the more radical thought of the leading
nations. Theoretically, Communism is an advocate of the Marxian
principles, 3 but practically it has been influenced and modified
T. Johnsen, Julia E., ed.
,
Capitalism
2. Russell, B., Socialism in
and
Undeveloped
3. Wagner, Social Reformers ^^21-450
11s_ Alternatives , pp. 1
Countries. Atlantic Moi
May, 1933, 1
8-235
thly
.664
^107’ OS' ’svl^fieonrl tescTadii^ erfi svi^i XHtr .tisri:^ Ito
!l:o yi-ilsi/pe lo been oj ei dTerf? .arfoitc-ioiXeaco srf^ srf blLow
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by Lenirtism and by the practical applications of the Russian
'Soviet policy.
Today, communism signifies an organized attempt to over-
|throw the existing social order and to replace it by a better
jone. Underlying this attempt are five m.ain considerations.
jThe communists believe that the capitalistic system, though
iit has been a necessary stasre in world civilizaticnV cannot
1
possibly be the foundation of the true civilization. Secondly,
\
1
;they Imow that the capitalistic system, is today in a state of
extremely unstable equilibrium and they feel that it had
!
|becom.e incapable of conducting its ovm affairs. Chaos is
f
limminent— if it has not already beeun.
I
i
I
Their third consideration is that social stability and
i
jthe possibility of order and progress can only be regained by
the establishment of communism, and this through the dictator-
f
'.ship of the proletariat. And fourthly, that the dhange must
I
|be revolutionary, and m.ust involve the seizure of power by
unconstitutional means, and that it will necessitate the forcible
suppression of the counter-revolution are their firm convictions.
Their last main belief is that the overthrow of capitalism
must be world-wide to be effective. Local revolutions will not
suffice, and communism can i-e achieved in no dther way than
kjhrough realizing the program of the world revolution.^
I
This compulsory com.munism may -‘e effective, but it would
klso be intolerable. Russian leaders are strong in their claim
i
1. Paul, E. & C., Commimism, p.21.
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that self-amhition and extreme desire for fair play for each
I
I
individual is not a natural human characteristic, hut a result
of the capitalistic environment. Modem young Russia supposedly
is taking great pride in her hardiness and her ability to get
along without luxuries. New generations of Russians are
expected to be wholly unselfish, exerting them.selves to the
I
utmost for the cause with no real ambition for advancem.ent
I
I
or even for a fair deal personallv. The propaersnda Russia
I
has used to help this plan along has been heavier and more
one-sided than any other known. Their censorship is so
rigid that the people know nothin gr of ^hat is happening in
the rest of the world. Only a very favored few are allowed
' to leave the country. Could this reallv be the desirable
ji civilization? Perhaps after the transition, things will be
II
different. The next generation, since they know nothing else,
may desire nothing else and so, such close restriction will be
unnecessary. Only tim.e can tell.^
Fascism has been Italy's answer to her need for a new
political, economic, and social order. It bears a strong
resemblance to manv of the dictatorships that have existed in
!
ji many of the European and Latin-American countries, end even has
I
something in comm,on with Japan's strong m*ilitary and reaction-
I ary elem.ents. It differs from comriinism. since it is definitely
a nationalistic and not a would-be intemationalistic
1. Wagner, Social Reformers .t^g!l-450
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1ir.overrent. Ideally, Fascism claims to be ruled by those who can
rise above self-interest and oromote the social aspirations;
actually, its critics hold that it would nrobably weaken free
development and li'’''eralism. The ereat mass of citizens are
considered by the a'^herents of this system to be too ignorant
and too concerned with private interests to undertake the
difficult task of government.
The injection of a new spirit into the national life of
Italy is regarded by Fascists to be one of their major accom-
plishments. It claims to have replaced the Pessimism and
discouragenient of post-war years by confidence in Italy’s
! future and to have substituted direct concerted action for
political apathy and confusion. To those who have become
weary of skepticism, and com,petitive materialism, fascism offers
a philosophy which, thousrh it prescribes discipline and ac-
quiescence, emphasizes the romantic elements of national
1
tradition.
"There is much that the wisest of us may learn from
Italy. Fascism has recognized some principles, which being
fundamental, may emerge from the political welter in which manv
countries are already involved. To have dispensed with the
wholesale corruption inherent in party systems, disestablished
and disendowed the careerist politician, freed a nation from the
degrading and economically distrubing gamble of frequently
1. Leighton, Social Philosophies in Conflict
. pp. S6-27
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recurring: elections, and made possfble progressive reforms
held up by cumbrous and clopjed Tnachiner 3/' - are fine
achievements
.
Horever fine these accomplishments mey be, there are five
main principles unfortu.nately involved in the Fascist program.
1. Co-operation betv;een Labor and Capital is under State
supervision, and is v'ith compulsory arbitration.
2. Tneir representation is on the basis of occupation
as ’.veil as of residence.
3. Fney liave extended governmental control over freedom
of the press and freedom of speech.
4. '^ney have increased the power of the central govern-
ment over the local government.
5. In their central povernnent, there is concentration
of pov/er in the’h nds of one man, the premier.
^
Tne compulsory feature of these plans destroys personal
liberty. It seems inconceivable that a majority of the liber
t
lovinp ”ib-as-I pic se” Americans 'rrould ’.villinply pive up so
much personal freedom for the cha.nce of beinp one of a rather
natriarch^l orpanization. Even in Russia, a country that
has lonp been accustomed to t^rranny, the syste:! has tb be put
over by terrorism enforced by the secret police v/ho are above
and beyond all civil la’a, and by the army TThich seems to
1. Lord Syderdiam of Combe, The Fascist State, Enplish Review.
Feb., 1929, p. 157.
2. Johnsen, Julia E., ed.. Capitalism and Its Alternatives.
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be really only a military police organization]
At the present time, these are the most prominent alterna-
tives to capitslism. Many people apparently lavor some one of
these radically different plans, while others, for the sake of
oreserving what benefits have occurred from our present economic
system, advocate an adjustment. These people do not feel that
the evils which are so objectionable are inherent so much in
the system itself as they are in the manner in which it has
been allowed to run. These views are represented by that
erroup of reformers, TCeynes, Recorci, Salter, etc., who assume
that the prevailing svstem, badly as it needs repairing, is
the best system.. They feel that if only its currency can be
m.anaged, financial stability achieved, foreign exchanges padded,
I
reparations scaled down, the unemnloyed put to work or upon a
dole of some sort, all will be for the best, and the result
will be the best of all conceivable worlds. T>^ey ignore the
criticisms of canitalism as a way of life. They ignore the
methods, unethical as man y of them are, of getting rich. They
ignore the whole vast burden of those non-essential trades which
i
Ruskin has termed "illth." They also ignore the high pressure
technique, the ignorance of the consumer, and the threat of
technological destruction. Their advocated reforms are only
patches oh a boiler that is bound to exnlode sooner or later
2
according to Stuart Chase.
T~. Pittman, B.W.
,
A Road to Onportunity
,
pp. 5?- 58
2. Chase, Stuart, A New Deal
, pp. 198-9
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With this group of reforrr.ers, Mrs. Martin has something
in common. She too sees some vslue in the present system.
Capitalism has given to the ’»'orld more than any other system.
It has raised the stanciard of living and provided more incentiv<
to individual improvement than any order that has yet been
tried. The individualism that has been fostered by it pro-
vides the variety and freedom that are desirable to foster per-
sonal achievement. Commimism is the doing-toi=rether of a
com.mon task, and the meeting, through concerted action, of a
common need. From such a system, there would be an increase
in power and order. This method ef'^ected through mass collect-
ivism would be most suitable for the large common task of
getting a "good living for everyone" according to Mrs. Martin.
I
Having taken care of all the necessities, and so having earned
!
his freedom, each individual m.ight do whatever seems to him to
!
be most desirable in nursuit of the widest and wildest individu-
alism, Thus, no one would suffer to any such extent as starva-
tion or derendence upon charity as has hanpeneci so frequently
in recent years.
j
Mrs. Martin is not the only nlan to have a dual nature.
i
j
D. W. Pittman has suggested the establishment of a "nation-wide
government industrial organization, which should engage in all
manner of productive industries and services am.ong its member^:
only. This organization shoTild operate mines, factories, farms
and transportation systems entirely independent of those
operated by private industry, and distribute its products and
j
service only to its members."^ In addition, the "United
\ 1, Pittman, D. £ Road to Opportunity , P. 79
^
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IStates Industries" as thev would "be called, should he maintain-
ing all roads, w??tsrways, schools, telephones, homes for the egeUd
and all other governmental activities. So far as possible, the
United States Industries aims to be entirely self-supporting,
and to buy no more than is absolutely necessary to carry on
their business. All of its production should be carefully
controlled. Mr. Pittman thinks that with efficient management
this organization shoiild be able soon to furnish a high
standard of living for its members, and in addition, have an
excess of labor and supplies for use in uublic works, etc.
Any citizen in the country could enter the United States
Industries at any tiibe, and just as easily he could leave the
organization. Thus, the United States Industries would offer
work and. opportunity for all, yet a person's independence
would not be much m.ore impaired than it is todav. When he
went into the organization, a person would be required to
exchange all of his property that he could not use for a check
of some sort for the estimated value of this property. If and
when he decided to return to com.petitive capitalistic business,
the value of his check would be given him in money. Pittman
anticipates that the number of members would reach great heights
in tirhes of depression and be correspondingly low in times of
prosperity, but in the management of such an organization, he
' feels that this fluctuation co^^ld be handled.
I
j
He makes arransrements for a surprisingly high amount
I
of individualism, and. he feels certain that security would be
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assursd.
There is a marked decree of similarity between this dual
social org:anization anr! the one planned by Mrs. Martin.
Both offer security to all. Mrs. Martin would take her
cooperative ors^snization completely out of politics while
Mr. Pittman would rather out political officers in the organi-
zation. He thinks that in this ^ay, allo’*^ing them ohly the
salary anyone else would earn for a similarly difficult positioii,
there could be no graft. His operation of the United States
Industries would be very similar to that planned for the commont
,
except that he hasn’t quite the horror of corruption by money
that Mrs. Martin has.
Both plans are attempting: to solve the present economic
difficulties by combiningr the two m.ost obvious solutions
Cooperation and individualism are valuable theories of social
organization and the attempt to combine them is a notable one.
Mrs. Martin’s plan has been written in somewhat more
dettil and seems to be more like a really new social order.
She presents the National Livelihood Plan as a totally differeil;
plan for the management of society, whereas Mr. Pittman advises
sim.ply an addition to the present system in the organization o
the United States Industries. Both plans are worthy of
consideration.
The National Livelihood Plan, as set forth in Mrs.
.
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THE GOVERMENT OF THE GOfn^ONS
Who would rule and hov/ would they he elected to office?
'.''/ho would comprise the supporting ranks of executives and
technical experts?
Hov; v/ould the pay for these experts be taken care of?
Would there be real concern for the proper handling of the
commons’ affairs?

THE aOVERNIvISNT OF THE OOIvMOHS
The great organization of the commons, that new array
organized for a nev/ war, needs some exemplification. Its
duties and needs are not at all as simple and obvious as the
brief statement of its purpose might at first give one the im-
pression that they are.
To these "gilded youth" of 18 would be given the task o^
providing the nation v/ith its seven basic, essential goods and
services - its food, clothing, shelter, transportation, protec-|
tion, tools, and education (specialized). They would furnish
economic protection against poverty and its accompanying ills.
The 8-year term of service that is now the estimate of
what should be required to do the job, Mrs. Martin feels, would]
undoubtedly be shortened as the co-ordination of the organiza-
tion was perfected.
"By industry instead of by guns, by working rather than
by shooting, they would conquer their enemies - hunger, cold,
and v/ant. These are sleepless enemies who are never conquered]
and to be kept dovm only by means of concerted mass effort."
The ruling or governing power in this organization is
of vast proportions. The scope of authority v/ould be very
wide, and thesar ability and trustworthiness of those in
command vital. In the hands of those who have this power
lies the fate and well-being, the hope, and even the very livirj^
of the entire nation.
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The governing method, as described in the pamphlet, re-
quires that "the first president of the Commons - called,
perhaps, the Industrial Chief - might be elected hj popular
suffrage." It v/ould then be up to him to appoint the indus-
trial cabinet that v/ould contain seven commissioners, each one
of v/hom v/ould direct and be at the head of one of the departmen
of necessities - food, clothing, shelter, tools, transportation
protection, education. The term of the president may be deter
mined definitely later, but a fairly long term of 8-10 years
is suggested as being most advisable. Upon his death or at
his retirement from office, another chief is to be elected from
the seven members of his cabinet. This is similar to the
election of the Pope at Rome from the College of Cardinals.
The nev/ president then could appoint the man to be his successo
There v/ould probably be no man more capable of making this
selection since, if his Job has been properly done as his ap-
pointment to the presidency v/ould assume, he should knov/ the
men and their v/ork in his field very ’//ell. The high directing
staff v/ould then be self-perpetuating.
Each commissioner or department head would be responsibl
for the men in charge under him. All of these subordinates
are to be selected from civil service lists or upon reputation
and proven merit, similar to the manner in v/hich a large
private industrial organization selects its personnel today.
These men are all to be taken from the capitals . The older
end more capable commoners rnav?- well serve in the lov/er ranks
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as superintendents, supervisors, and the like. 'kny officer
could, of course, he removed on impeachment for malfeasance
in office.*’^
A corps of technical experts, researchers, scientists,
etc. would he employed in each department, working constantly
to improve methods and to better the product and the working
conditions. These experts v/ould he the ’’vital nerve and
hrain center of the commons government.”
The findings of these men would, without a douht, deter-
mine the industrial practices of the commons, and any decision
emanating from or recommended hy them v/ould he duty-hound to he*
put into practice hy the executive government. This would
mean that science would really have the upper hand. No
longer would we he ruled and IdSd blindly along hy politicians,
priests, lawyers, business men, or hankers. "Science v/ould
take its rightful place in human affairs as the most devoted
servant, the most disinterested friend, and the most capable
leader of mankind^"^
The executives and the scientific leaders of the coraraonSi
upon v/hom so much depends would all he experienced men of
middle age. They would have gained renown for their ability
and work in the capitals before being hired hy the commons.
Because the work of these outstanding men would he so necessary'.
1. Martin, Mrs. Prestonia Mann, Prohibiting Poverty
,
p. 25*
2. Ibid, p. 25.
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and in order to obtain their services in competition with
corporations in the capitals, it would be necessary to pay them
for their efforts in leading the commons. This v/ould
necessitate the handling of some money, "The funds for defray--
ing these salaries as v/ell as the funds for providing the com-
moners v/ith a little pocket money, v/ould be the only money used
in the conduct of the commons and these monies wouid be by no
means handled by the commons v/hose hands must be kept perfectly
clean, but would be collected in the capitals by bequest, endov;|i»
ment, patriotic foundations, taxation, etc." ^ "That there
could be no difficulty in doing this will be readily seen when
we remember the enormious importance and value to the nation of
keeping its young array fit and capably led,"
Even more than the soldiers and sailors of today, the
young commoners would be the idols, heroes
,
drs.riinga3 of the
nation. Their ’.welfare should and would be the first concern
of all. Their well-being is an aid to that of everyone else and
for this reason it should be the pleasure and duty of every
citizen to shov; helpful encouraging concern.
This organization would be the difference betv/een satis-
I
faction and v/ant for the whole country. They are the ones
v/ho would preserve the nation forever, from the enormous
"waste, confusion, insecurity, dishonesty, crime, cruelty, in-
justice, and industrial chaos in which our civilization welters
at the present time,"
1. Ibid, p, 26
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LEGAL STATUS 0? THE CDMHONS
”Th.e Oommons v/ould rest upon the will of the people
legally expressed by the consent of the governed."^ It may biii
too great an assumption in these days of adverse Supreme Court
Decisions to say that the United States government would have
the power if they had the inclination to establish such a
national production organization. By virtue of its rights of
eminent domain, of taxation, and of issuance of bonds, however
it could grant a charter and establish the financial foundatio:
necessary to begin such an organization. Besides this, it
v/ould also have to endow it with the right to carry on the prO'
duction and distribution of basic necessities v;ithout the use
money or its equivalent.
Mrs. Martin suggests that the board or group given the
power to plan and effect the actual transition and the estab-
lishing of the Commons might be called the Livelihood Industries
Board. The 77ar Industries Board that registered such valuabliii
service in 1912-1919 is a rather good facsimile. This Live-
lihood Industries Board should be composed of the same high
type of men.
The money required to purchase from the private ovmers
either by contract or through condemnation proceedings "What-
ever property would be required to form the working plant of
the Commons could be raised in the name of this board from a
i» Martin, Mrs. Preston la Mann. Prohibiting Poverty, p. 68
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Bond issue by the United States •Governiaen ’c « Tne government
then v/ould have to hold title to this property until the total
obligation which would include the interest and the amortization
charges had been completely met by the commons* These obliga
tions Tzould be liquidated by the Board in one of the following
v^ays .
1. By supplying the population v/ith necessaries. If
this should be in return for money that could be applied to th|^
debts incurred, it would be right at the start involving that
organization v/ith the ’'filthy lucre” that is one of her main
points of aversion. If they once got started doing this, wou||d
it not be very hard to give it up? There might be m.any thing
that would be very desirable to the well-being of the commoner
that it v/ould be easier and quicker at first to buy rather thaij’i
to make. Another question that arises in my mind is: where
v/ould the market be if all were supplied with necessities?
Would they sell the sugar, flour, etc. only to the capitalistiij:
producers desiring them and needing them in the production of
luxuries?
2. By selling the labor of the young commoners to capital-
istic employers on account.
One of the main advantages of the system is supposed to
be the better working conditions provided for the commoners.
If they are intermingled with the capitalistic workers and all(|jw-
ed to work for capitalistic employers, they probably would be
shown no favoritism^ and so v/ould not really have better workii
environmentf.

3. Py reductions from the present national charity bill.
Truly this bill a^ould be cut considere.bly, but the in-
creased expenditures necessary in other lines because of the
plan see^'iis to be the necessary place for this surplus to be
absorbed.
4. By similar del’ictions from tne present enormous crime
bill.
It a'ould tal:e some time before tiis econom;;'' -ivould be fell
•fhe present police system -."ould have to be enlarjed or some nevj-
branches inaugurated to extend ani more fully and closely
supervise the •'.vorhers in the commons. Perhps the force could
pralually be re luced, but at first, there mould be no reduction.
Prison, court, and detective costs mipht be someiYhat lowered the
difference mould not be very appreciable.
5. ’’Donations, subscriptions, bequests from ^^e-triotic
citizens, and periodic national drives to liberate the people
from its obli^jations, such as occur in v/ar or any other enja^e-
2iient or eimer^*ency of national importance vrould be counted upon.'
For some of the amount this v;ould be perfectly all ri^ht
and very successful, but the entire amount ’vould be tremendous
and the scheme e for pa,yiny it off mast be causiole of takin^ care
of 0. very lar^-e sum,
T’nuy;!! the final purpose is the ’’attainiment of liberation
r
from control by finance", money v/ould of necessity be the
1. roid, p. 61-69
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reckoning measure of all transactions during the transitional
period*^ There seems to be no other way out.
She suggests that the gradual discontinuance of the use
of money might be effected by the establishment of reserve stoltes
against v/hich checks could be issued for rations until the
system became consolidated.
The Livelihood Industries Board, during the transitionaj,
period, would exercise supreme authority in the commons appoin
ing all supervisors and the chiefs of all the departments.
They would control all the finance and determine the people's
basic requirements upon the investigation of the expert statis
ticians, and select the best methods upon the advice of, and a
scientifically proved by the researches of, qualified technicians
Perhaps existing management of certain businesses could
be left in charge for a v/hile even as long as three or four
years when factories are taken over by The Board. The first
relays of young commoners could be placed in subordinate posi-
tions as rapidly as possible until the industry should finally
pass completely under the direction of the commons. There is
a very real danger in doing this supplimenting too rapidly.
Business requires much experience and training today, and
there is no good reason to suppose it will not necessitate as
much^ under this new system. Poor management could cause
waste that would help to equalize what co-operative organization
is attempting to save, and there would surely be no object in
such a practice.
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The L^^velihood Industries Board, upon the completion of
its task of transition, could then be dissolved and its place
would be the council of the uomraons which would thenceforth
carry on and conduct the activities of the seven departments:
Food, Clothing, Housing, Transportation, Tools, Protection
(including hygiene and public recreation) and Education.

CAPITALS
7/ho would the capitals Include and what would he their status?
7/hy in forming a new society do men want to retain any of the
old that has become so objectionable?
7/hat are the alternatives for youth of 26?
Is this the ideal arrangement for scholars?
What would become of the unskilled laborer?
’/That would be the result of so much extra leisure time?
Is everyone going to desire luxuries and should they?
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THE CAPITALS
In this division of this proposed dual society there
v/ould be no person under the age of 26. None would have any
cause to worry over ever lacking the goods and services necessa
to his or her existence. The strongest and surest insurance
company imaginable would have taken over this task and all
payments would have been met.
I do not agree with the author 'J^hen she says that the
t
capitals v/ould contain no poor people and none who would ever
fear poverty or want. "Poor people” is a relative terra and so
is ’'poverty”. If any family is living near and is socia-lly
connected with persons holding good capitalistic Jobs and so
having an abundance of luxuries, they are not going to feel
rich if they can get little or no work and have only their
necessities to live on. Actually, they are going to feel
rather poor and Justifiably so.
Here in the capitals, each individual may look forward
to the rest of his life being free for him to pursue v/ealth,
fame, fortune, honor, pleasure, sport, adventure, travel, study
ease, power, friendship, crafts, art, philosophy, religion,
science, or anything he may desire.
At 26 he will be in more or less the same confused
civilization that is ours today. Politics will hold the
ruling pov/er, and v/ealth will be worshipped. There v/ill be
banking, speculation, risk, enterprise, and adventure. The
ry
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prosperity peaks and the depression depths will be a part of
the e conomic cycle, will be in full swing. Hunan nature is
not the rational, peace loving, sensible thing that some
persons imagine it. The capitalistic system is admittedly
wasteful. Many feel that it should be utterly and completely
abolished, but there are still those who feel that this waste-
fulness is the price we must pay for liberty. Perhaps it’s
not worth so much I The researchers in the field of Indus triallL
Psychology have proved conclusively that the average person
does not like to be left wholly on his own. He shuns re-
sponsibility and prefers moderate control. This is an ex-
pression probably of that Inherent quality of inertia that
is so firmly entrenched in the character of man.
There is considerable doubt as to whether man would
wholly want to eliminate the exciting, breath-taking, gambling
features of the capitalistic economic system. It has been
done for the greater part of the population in Germany, Russij
and Italy, but its elimination has been accompanied by trouble
some or adverse effects. As a group man gets too much fun
out of gambling. Whether they are on the top or the bottom,
they enjoy the risky adventure of gaining some winnings by
chance. The losings are not as enjoyable, but are endured,
for there is always the prospect of winning. It is the hazaij"
in the game that makes it so much fun. The obsession of sucip
persons, as of every gambler, is that in his case, perhaps
because of some subtle charm or quality in himself, the
.^Jgoddesa, of,, fortune^ will^always .smile. ".—JThis .ls,_false,- of-.::::^-
Id^;
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course, and it is far from being logical, but who claims that
man is logical?
There is a very decided difference in the new "capitals
that Mrs. Martin hopes to create. Everyone here is endowed
with a trust fund. The commons is the executive. They
handle the duties, and see that all are provided with what
necessities they need. If he wins or loses on Wall Street or
in business, a man still does not need to burden the "old folk
for his living. No one else has to suffer for his mistakes
and folly. He does not have to go through that distasteful,
morale-breaking condition of accepting charity.
Just exactly what is apt to happen to a fair, young,
healthy youth who has been released from his with his life’s
labor done at the age of 26? Is this a happy thought?
If all persons were equally ambitious or unambitious it might
assume a different aspect, but they aren't. A whole life is
ahead of every person in the land and there is nothing deflnlt|i
to do with it. There is little as tiring or boresome as
having nothing to do. Probably everyone has been through a
period in which there was nothing important and definite to
be accomplished. There may have been dozens of little things
be attended to, but none were usually accomplished. They wer
undoubtedly postponed until some later time when
extremely busy and then done without too much added effort.
Work is a human habit. Most persons have discovered that
they are happier when their minds are occupied. They have nol-
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then to feel poorly, to get into mischief, to mourn, or to
worry. Work is natural suid wholesome.
Perhaps their first desire would be to travel about the
country. If so, they might spend their first summer in one
grand vacation of sport and recreation. According to the
author, they might spend their time “reading novels, sv/inging
in a hammock, dreaming of romance, lying under the trees, or
in the seasand, swimming, climbing mountains, dancing in the
moonlight." A glorious picture and one that anyone now might
like to dream of. She does not say what would be done about
housing for these wanderers. Would the commons provide resorj^;
shelters or would the families be required to reimburse those
young people who elected to do this travelling? Surely it
isn’t a necessityJ
The yo mg commoner might choose to marry upon his gradua-
tion and spend his first few months on a honeymoon before he
returned to his home and work (if that’s what he would do) in
the capitals.
Those young people possessed of higher mental powers
and greater studiousness could work for their degrees. The
fields of science, art, literature, music, poetry, research,
religion, and philosophy would all be available for the perusa].
of these more earnest, more mature students. Genius, now in
comfort, could bud and bloom as never before has been possible
They could live in ease, free from worry. I doubt whether th^se
are the necessary accompaniments to real accomplishments. Th^i
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life of an author, a poet, a musician, yes, and even a painter,
is portrayed in his work. It is this quality of real feeling
and emotion that makes them appeal. It is that which finds
a kindred spark in the minds of the listener or admirer. If
all life were so easy, how would it affect these artists?
Would the strong meaningful character analysis in art disappear
and also the tremendously emotional, impressive music be lost
somewhat also?
Another and perhaps more influential factor against such
an aid to genius being a fact is the consideration that many
of our greatest men have created their most notable masterpiece
while they were in their twenties. She is entirely right in
citing instances of Keats, Beethoven who had great difficulty
in attaining a living. Their work may have been Impaired by
adverse social conditions. However, if great men are taken as
a group, they have had difficulty in getting along with society].
They are apt to be high strung, nervous, and inconsistent, to
lack organization and tact. Perhaps society alone has not
been totally to blame for their failure to make a living. Sur^
ly their contributions to soiy civilization are worth any
consideration and aid that we can give. The only question
that would arise is : is this the way?
For the ordinary unskilled laborer there would be free-
dom similar to all others. Mrs. Martin thinks they might
continue to work at their jobs in the commons simply for the
sake of having something to do. This seems more like a hope
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than a prediction, though why she should feel the comraons
needed added strength I do not knov;. G-radually they vrould
become more and more skilled, and if they had sufficient abilit
they mi>ght later be raised to one of the higher and better paid
positions in the organization.
She expects that special schools v/ould spring up to teac
the people hov; to 1 .5 se their new leisure. Such a thing could
not be left to chance. Some arrangement would definitely hacve
to be made or the crime age, instead of being pen:ianently blott
out, v/ould simply be pushed forward to the ages of 26-35. Sat
has usually found mischief for idle hands to do, andv/ith so
much more idleness, he will not be at a loss. The problem, th
of adult education -would be very great.
It is to be hoped that in this new world all would not
be satisfied -with the necessities. The greater majority would
have to desire and work for the extra comforts and services
in order to have the Sj^-stem succeed and to increase, or even
maintain our present standard of living.
The desire for luxury would have to be relied upon as
an adequate incentive to supply the capitalistic emplo^rers with
labor. It v/ould probably prove fhirly sufficient. The love
and
of/the desire for luxuries are practically universal and are
constantly expanding. They have added cliarm, zest, and meaning
to our existence, and so should be available for easy acquisitii
Upon the intensity of the desire for bigger, better, and
finer things would depend the standard of our living and the
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NECESSITIES
7/hat are necessities?
7/hat do we need for a hi^ standard of living?
7/hat would be supplied by the comnions?
Would the division be easy?
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NECESSITIES
The coamons ^;7ould concern itself v/ith necessities only,
but this is not as simple as the statement may seem. "Just
v/hat are necessities" and "?rno is to determine what things are
necessary?" These are very vital and very complicated ques-
tions that are bound to arise in the minds of interested person;
and questions which I think the author dismisses rather li^tly.
She finds "little difficulty in deciding what necessities are",
and she feels that we all "jolly well know the difference be-
tv/een the numerous things that vie want and the few things that
we actually need." If each person could sit down at any given
time to list the things that are absolutely essential to them,
perhaps they m.ight do it as easily as Mrs. Martin claims, but
the line of division does not seem as clearly marked to me.
V/ould she not get a variety of "musts" and "needs" that would
vary so greatly with the individual that any attempt at merging
any two or more lists would be a rather difficult task?
She mentions as the example of living on necessities the I
American Expeditionary Force, who undoubtedly lived on the few
things that were given them during the Yorld War . As an examp]
of vhat can be done in an emergency, this is fine, but for the
normal life of the average American, I think there is little con]
'
parison
.
e
9
The members of the American Expeditionary Force were all
men who were the "cream of the crop" so to speal^. Physically
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Sxcitwere being called upon at their country's hour of need,
ment and emotionalism ran high. This alone would have carried
them far. An occasion presented itself and they rose to it.
They needed nothing more than their one suit, their toothbrush,
and their gun to accoi$plish their purpose. But was the reason
they had what they had as much because Ihe;/ needed no more, or
because more mi^t have put a burden upon them that v/ould have
defeated their purpose. Surely they had all they "needed" and
at the moment, this was living at a subsistence level.
A discussion of this topic evolves itself around the
subject of a standard of living which obviously includes a grea-
many items v/hich are exceedingly difficult to measure.
Some degree of success has been achieved by a number of
research bodies which have reduced the most tangible elements
of a standard of living to objective statements.
Some of these statements are in terms of a plans of liv-
ing .that merely beeps body and soul together. Some are based
on mere animal existence, allowing little for tlie needs of men
as social creatures. Others are what might be called "health
and comfort" standards, and still others might be designated as
"standards of luxury". A word about the wohx that has been
done on establishing a living wage basis in ajr present sys-
{
tern may bring to light the difficulties involved in such a stud;
of what would be necessary.
A careful examination of these various studies enables
one to distins;uish four rather definite levels or standards of
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lining. Following is a description of the four levels now com-
monly recognized.
First there is the poverty level. This standard represents
roughly just above v;here at present the families receive aid
from charity or where they run into serious debt, It8s a level
I
at which the income even though carefully extended wljyh ordinaa;
r
j
prudence, is not enough to provide what is necessary for more
I than the meager physical existance. It appears that families
I
j|
in the larger American cities now living on from $1000 - $1100
I
a year exist at that level.
Second, there is the minimum of subsistence level. This
is based essentially on mere animal existence and allows little
I
I
||
or nothing for ^fhe needs of man as a social creature. In other
I
words, it makes possible the physical and material upkeep of
^he family, barring the emergencies of life, and ignoring the
I
social pleasures that cost money. It is not that the social
pleasures are not obtained, but only Inferred that they must
|i be attained at the cost of other essentials, (Families living
i!
ji on from $1100 - $1400 at the presort time lilBe at the Minimum
I
I
of Subsistence Level,
)
Third, inhere is the subsistence plus or minimum of Health
and Decency standard. This represents a higher level than that
of subsistence. It provides not only for ^he material needs of
food, clothing, and shelter, but also for certain comforts such
j
as extra clothing sufficient not only for bodily comfort, but
also to maintain the wearer's self-respect j insurance 1
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against the major misfortunes of life, a degree of education
for the children, smd some expenditures for amusement and self-
development. " This the standard that I think all earlier stu-
dents of the standard of living problem considered as basic.
This standard, in my mind, is the only decent one for American
families
.
Fourth is the Comfort Level. When there have been any
attempts to go beyond the health and decency standards, seriou^
difficulties have been encountered. The term "comfort" is
very vague and at once precipitates discussion as to what par-
ticular comforts shall be included. The dividing line betweeri
comfort and luxury is not a clear-cut one, and unless much
care is taken, a standard becomes so high that it is very much
out of proportion and of very little use. At the comfort lev^
the expenditures for food will not rise very much, the larger
increase being taken up almost entirely by clothing, housing,
and especially sundries. The proportion spent for sundries
increases in about the same ratio as the proportion for food
1
decreases. Indeed a fairly good criterion of the point at
which the "subsistence plus" level is passed and the "comfort"
level begun, would be the point where the expenditures for
sundries passes the 25^ mark. At the present time, such a
comfort budget for families of five v/ould probably exceed
$2000, and from census data one can compute the average
American family to consist of about five persons. The
amounts of various articles needed by a family of this size wei)|e
e stimated aft»
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large number of families under the direction of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
In the various cost-of-living studies that have been madf
ij
in the past few years based upon these, the totals vary conside^-
t!
i
ably v/ith the time and place. The National Industrial Gonfereijice
i
Board in 1919 arrived at a total of ^1268 as the cost of livingj
on the lowest human level in Fall River, Massachusetts. The
|j
cost of v/hat was termed an American Standard v;as ^1574. Prof.',
i!
Ogburn studying tv/o coal mining communities in 1920, found the i|
cost of living to be |2144. The Bureau of Labor Statistics in
|
i
1970 priced its own budget in 'Washington, D.G. at ^2260. The
1
Labor Bureau, Inc. has found the cost of a sli<Tjitly different |
i
budpcet to be ^2338 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. v'/hile these;
I
figures vary from time to time and from place to place, there
j
seems to be some justification in assuming that 1^1500 is a
minimum below v/hich a family of five cannot be maintained with-
out the constant danger of serious maladjustment. Of course,
there is to be no money under the "necessities" scheme, but it
takes little imagination or thinking to show that this figure
|
I
is allowing for more than the very basic necessities of food,
clothing, and shelter. This is the lowest that can be safely
considered. 'Would all have the opportunity to earn the dlf-
j
ference betv/een the commons standard and this present necessar*/}
standard? Could they be made to coincide without lov/ering the'
I
I
average standard of living?
j
I
In discussing further just what we could call necessitiefs,
I
Mrs. Martin sava. "VJe are all familiar with this difference andli
!,
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are called upon to make the distinction between what we desire
and ’Ah at ’we require every day of our lives."
"'Ve may buy an Oriental rug, but we must have a kitchen
stove and a bed to sleep on. 7/e may buy a fur coat, but the
rent has to be paid. The baby may or may not have a nev/ toy,
but he must have milk. Bread is necessary, caviar can be omit-
ted. i/ater is a necessary, champagne is not.
"Transportation has become necessary since without it
we cannot reach our work or have brought to us the things we
need, but limousines and racing yachts are luxuries."^
There is another difference, iae claims. "Luxuries are
desired only by special persons here and there, but necessaries
are required by everybody v/ithout exception. They are require4
moreover equally by everybody." This is rather a broad state-
ment to have made, and seems to be an attempt at an over-simpli-
fication of the question.
Surely the articles required by the Indians on the reser-
vations in the v/est, or by the pioneers in the Middle Test would
vary considerably from those needed by the persons living in an
eastern city. In general, it is easy to say that they all nee^
food, clothing, and shelter, but these are broad terns. There
are very few things that millionaires have today that cannot be
classed under one of these headings. The quality, the type, the
degree is important, and it is this feature that determines the
1. This statement about transportation is nowhere amplified in
the pamphlet, ’i/ould private automobiles be necessary? (An ordi-
nary Ford or Chevrolet?) This seems to be an extension of the ge
ral .nec es sities standard to Include v/hat might by many be consi-
a luxur yn.- T f ’ ’ -
means by "necessary transportation", her commons necessities staiji-
dard of living is not very consistent.
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scale ar;d standard of living. It is in this phase that eadT.
line of necessity versus luxury needs to be dravm. And it is
in this phase, too, that the difficulty arises.
"A budget of necessaries is drawn up by the governments,
by private .TOups, by individuals, by every intelligent family,
by all large collective undertakings such as public v/orks, in-
1
stitutions, asylums, schools, hospitals, churches, clubs, every i
Arctic expedition, picnic, camping party, excursion - and all i
1
of these are concerned in seoarating Necessaries from Luxuries i
in order that they may confine themselves to Necessaries alone.'
I think no one v/ould doubt the advisability or the preva^
lence of budgets for either personal or public organizations,
and it is very true that a budget does separate the necessary
'
items from the purely desirable ones, but each Board of Directo]
or each individual has the right and privilege to make his ov/n
list of necessities. It would be little short of miraculous ii
any two lists coincided at all, and even valiant attempts to mal
one list of any two budgets would probably encounter many diffi-
culties. There ^7ould be many more obstacles if all such groups
were to have one list. Every person supposedly has a right to
his own opinions and such freedom is dear to the hearts of all
good Americans. 7/ould they be satisfied with anything less?
The housing service, Mrs. Martin believes should be the
least used of any of the commons services since this factor
could not be delivered by her proposed enlarged parcel post sys-
tem in any uniform quality, nor could it meet the varying prefei
1
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ences of people to live in this or that locality, as one Park
Avenue or at Palm Beach, for example. The commons could
promise only that all would be provided with "a clean, sunny,
airy room adequately equipped in a clean, airy, safe building.*
Housing has been given much thought in many countries today,
and all are aiming at somewhat higher standards than these.
Sweden's cooperative houses are very ultra-modern apartment
houses y^th co-operative nursery accommodations, play rooms,
recreations rooms, laundries, etc. Services that are rarely
provided in our most expensive apartment houses are provided
there on this co-operative plan.
Russia's housing plan, though still inadequate in its
extent, has high ideals and alms. The amount of space, or
rather the number of rooms per person varies with the district
and housing facilities available. Gradually, though, they
are building, and so are raising their standards.
The author not only hopes, but rather predicts, that be-
fore very long the commons would have at its disposal thousand;
of remodeled farmhouses all over the country abandoned by the
vanishing farming class. "While the majority of the populati<n
would undoubtedly follow its Individual desires in housing in-
stead of using the Shelter Inns provided by the commons, yet
these would always be ready to give shelter to the wayfarer, and
to serve as a refuge for rest or retirement, for solitude, for
study, for recuperation from sorrow or strain, for escape from
I'ns'- tno CB IZp.ooI ^ariJ ro elrii nl
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trial, or from irksome domestic conditions, for leisure and foij
peace. Not uncommonly old people might return to the simple
comfort of the National Shelter Inns as to a father’s house.”
A pretty peaceful picture this is. What a dream come
true its fulfilment would bel
There would very definitely be a need for transportatior]|
for the carrying on of common affairs, and this would form a
part of their work. Trade and competition would have no part
to play and so the necessity for frantic nerve-wracking activi1j|y
would be lacking. Waterways could be more widely used since
cheapness would be an object and slovmess not a detriment. Tblle
airways and the streamline trains and other rapid and luxurious
means of travel would be left to be enjoyed by the capitalists,
the wealthy, who supposedly would be then, as now, always in a
hurry.
I
Necessary transportation would, she hopes, like the rest
of the commons organization "move slowly like the forces of
nature, but steadily without haste and without rest."
Under Protection, persons could. expect three phases.
They would be protected from violence through the strict super-
vision and discipline she plans shall be organized. They
shall not be exposed unnecessarily to the dangers of disease.
A sufficient and efficient corps of doctors and nurses would
take care of the valuable young army. Also they would be
shielded from debility. In short, every means in the organize tlon'
s
power would be sought and used to keep them fit v/ith sport and
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Under the classification of Tools should he grouped all
those implements and all of that machinery that would he re-
quired hy the commons in the conduct of its enterprise. Upon
their graduation, the commons would he provided with a few tool
including only those ’which are absolutely necessary for petty
household use. None that were to he used in the conduct of
outside business could he provided. "The commons supplies a
livelihood only, and has no concern 'with business carried on
for the individual's profit, and such expenses he must, of
co^Jirse, defray himself .“
The publicly accepted list of necessities maintained hy
the commons might he expanded by the vote of the ;;’oung coraraonert
They are the ones to he concerned. Gradually, she suggests,
they might include some luxuries for "all things are possible
to the young and energetic".
The division of necessities and luxuries is comparatively
easy when the problem is viewed from the consumer's angle; it
is not so eas’^ ?/hen considered from the producer's side. Basi
cally, things are made very similarly whether they are used to
keep an individual alive or v/hether to increase his enjoym.ent
and fulfil one of his fondest desires. Nearly all the staple
products, the wheat, the corn, the sugar, etc., as well as the
iron, the coal, and the like would he required hy both commons
and capitals. This would necessitate a division of sources of
the various products. Mrs. Martin says the capitals may traff:
in v/hat they wish, hut they must not touch the necessities.
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Sugar is a necessity, candy is not. Could the capitals refine
their ov;n sugar?
j
Farming is very necessary?- to supply the people v/ith the
fresh vegetables that are indispensable to good health - these
are necessities. The capitals, hov/ever, may still produce
fancy foods including rare varieties and choice packaging.
The attaining of these ends means much experimentation and the
growth of many ordinary products before the choicest ones are
obtained. Would the ordinary ones have to be throve out -
discarded, or allowed to rot? Would they have to eat them
all themselves or give them all away?
Silks, and satins, as well as the finer grade of choice
novelty cottons, are considered as luxuries,, yet neither the
commons nor the capitals can control all the source material
required for these materials.
Mrs. Martin makes no provision for this. She claims
only that the commons v/ould make all the necessities. Would
they "control" all the necessities? If they gained control
over all the necessities, there would rise the problem of money.
Since the capitals who have any business would have to procure
the ingredients or the materials for their finished articles.
That the commons should keep their hands free and clean of all
stains from money is one of the chief aims of the author. Thisj
,
she claims, would keep the organization free from graft, since
when people have what they need they have no cause to steal more.
She cites the water supply in the modem city as an example.
I
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No one would think of taking water from a reservoir when a
turn of the tap would bring all he could use. This is true
undoubtedly, but in this instance there are some who need
things in their business who are paying cash while others are
getting it free. There would be still a great distribution
problem to maintain an equality and insure the supplies agains
the grafting capitalists who would enjoy using them in their
own products.
I am not sure that this separation and problem of dis-
tribution can’t be done, but I am certain that the task is a
very difficult one, and one that Mrs. Martin seems to minimize
unjustly.
Public Utilities, the big question before the agressive
master minds of all countries today, would be affected by this
problem of division. Would the commons take over all the
natural resources? V/ould they take only part? If so, what
part, and who is to determine what part it shall be?
Advocates of nearly all socialistic plans have suggested
as a first step toward better conditions the state or public
ownership of all public utilities, and many have gone so far a£
to include all natural resources in this recommendation. The]H<
is a real problem in this phase of the plan. One company can
produce the electricity, gas^ water, etc. much more economical!](jy
than could two. Would there have to be companies, one for
the commons and one for the capitals regardless?
The problem of distribution is a mighty one, and one thd1
National Llvulihuod Plair-mug^—g^olve' t o- have
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value and to have it be really superior to our present system.
Here in the United States our productivity has reached
bewildering proportions. In this line we have excelled.
Hov/ever, in this system we have produced no adequate means of
distribution. To produce vast quantities is an attainment,
but if the;Jcannot be delivered to the people who could use
them without stoppage or breakdown, of what use is the producti|bn'
At the present time, goods flow to and from people
through the channels of Buying and Selling. These avenues
of distribution are wholly controlled by the money markets
which are not steady, easily flowing highways. Because
these avenues get clogged, blocked, and torn up at Irregular
but certain intervals, the goods are prevented from reaching
the consiimer and so being consumed since they first must be
sold. Such impediments must be removed so that goods may
flow directly to the people where and when they are needed.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE 'YORKER
'Yould the youth find their work v/ithin commuting distance of
home?
'.Vould'the welfare of the workers be considered?
’Vould the general movement of youth be advantageous?
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE ’//ORIOSR
The distribution of the workers is an item of much
concern. Mrs. Martin suggests that many young v/omen mi^t
prefer to remain in the vicinity of tlieir home and be engaged
in their work there. This, she thinks, could probably be
arranged, but the more adventurous together v/ith the greater
majority of male commoners would delight in the thrill of
travelling and moving around.
Since the organization is not a profit-making business,
there would be no impelling force requiring that they get the
most of out every individual. Thou^ the productivity per per
son is naturally very important, of more importance is the con-
sideration that it is possible to give in obtaining the most
favorable conditions for their health, spirits, development, ar
morale. This would probably mean the avoidance of much of the
deadly monotony apparently inseparable from commercially ex-
ploited labor.
’’To move about v/ith frequent changes of scene and of
occupations v;ould enliven the workers, add to their experience,
enable them to enlarge their knov/ledge of their ovm country
and its resources, expand their acquaintanceship v/ith human
nature, form valuable friendships, meet girls and boys of many
types, develop firmness of character, promptness, obedience,
respect for superiors in whatever rank, modesty, self-respect,
a discipline which would turn crude boy and girl material into
i

' men and women who would be a credit to their country.”
I
Invaluable as all these would b e if they bacarrie actual
facts to the individual’s well-being, the cooperative system
would prove its worth through an actual saving of labor now
I
wasted in off seasons and slack times. This is particularly
i|
'I
true of the farming industry of today. This business how-
I
ever is not alone in having characteristic peak loads and
I
slack times, and to dispose of the extra labor force a
general planned economy is very necessary. There is no
money or time for such distribution under commercialism.
I Henry Ford expressed the need for what Mrs. Martin hopes to
i
j
accomplish when he said We ought to have a flying squadron
j
of yoTing men who would be available for emergencies in harvest
i field, mine, or shop." The labor strength of the nation
;
could thus be massed first here, then there, in a manner
I
j
similar to that used by the m.ajors
!
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POLITICAL STATUS OF 'THE COmONS
Would commoners be allowed to vote?
Could they be sent to v/ar?
Wcnjld they be assured of a non-political management?
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.
THE TTATHT 0? THE COMMONS
"The ariry of the Coinir:Ons would be an Tndnatrial ariry
and nothine else". They should be given no vote and allowed
to take no part in politics. This would irean a postponement
of five years from the present voting age. This delay of
voting power is perhaps negligible. Intelligent voters are
rare anyway. They might not be so proportionally rare if thejr
were fewer. If the commoner were given a vote, crafty
politicians would find some method of patronage that would in-
fluence their votes. An institution as idealistic as the
commons should have as little as possible to do with anything
as questionable as politics.
What an aid this nlan is for the pacifists whose main
cry is the fact that all the young and rniost promising youth
are taken for warj Each commoner has a task to performj,
a post to stick to; not one of them can be snared. They
would not be allowed to desert and join the army. The
military and naval men would have to fill their ranks with thel
older men, the capitalists. The efficiency of this dsstructi||ve
unit may be impaired, but should this have consideration over
the livelihood of a nation?
Money would be saved in the matter of pensions for ex-
j
service men. They are over <31^ when they enter the war. Th^
have earned their living anyway. Regardless of how crippled
and incapacitate'^ they return, they will not want for necessijjies
and so would not need any governmental support.
V )
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.^T'^'Trrrr'^ ^ft^rrerme vo"- y/ra been d-o,- ^lu-'r op r-
T'rs. Tfertin ar^uec also that '.men these men to ivar at t^e
,r-'e of 26, there is more probability that the^^' Y-mll leave off
sprinp than if they were allo'wed to ^o ea,lier as they my in oe
present system considering the fact though, that under the iT.LJlP.
these men could not marry until they Y/ere 26 years old, her ar-
gument is not conclusive. If the TTnited St-tes entered a xrar
,
the younpest men available Y.'ould be chosen to fipht. In such d
case and under this system a man has had no m^ore chance to leaY
heirs at 26 years than have bo^/s of IB today.
Corruption has reached preat heiglits under capitalism.
Tdis in itself is a condem.nation of the syste.m and any method
by v/hich this praft could be eliminated 'Yould find favor v/ith
the thin’cin.v' public.
In tv.^o ways she v/ould insure fchis orga^nization 3>painst thi
vice. She vrould all vi it to have no comiecti ns with politics
It would be under the national Government and subject to its
"eneral control. Hov/ever, no more than in our present a,ri!iy and[
na.vy Y/ould it be "in politics". Probably not even as much.
The fact that the comraons would lAse no mone 3'' is the sscon4
fool-proof method she uses. Only portable are used and
tahen by thieves, and "money is the ’sine qua non’ of the whole
burplarinc;, praftinp, swindlinj tribe". Since everyone would
have a sufficiency of all the poods that the commons would have
they would not \Yant more. Here I thinic that she is forpettinp
that the ruthless capitalists £?.re still in the economic scrarabi
Tiey could use a, prea,t deal of '/.hat the cormnons a,re pivinp a,wa.3i'
hnoil n. n7^r^^^^r±l^r^^ f^r
think she would find inaccountable leakape in various corimodities

and at various places* Perhaps this could be prevented, but
it would take careful supervision and its absence could cer-
tainly not be taken for granted#

DISTRIBUTION OP GOODS AND SERVICES
Theory of Distribution.
A Statement of Mrs. Martin's comparisons and discussion.
Method of distribution.
How could the goods produced be distributed?
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DISTRIBUTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES
”lt has been v/oinen's lot throughout the ages to be the
distributing 'member of the human family, and in the home she
has developed a technique of distribution which can well serve
as the model for the nation to adopt in distributing Necessiti^
The relation which women bear to the children of their family
resembles in a marked degree the relation v/hich the commons
v/ould bear toward economic society in the large.
This is the author's comparison, but it does not seem
like a very logical one to me. There is no one on earth, not
even in most cases, another member of the same family who know^^
the needs and wants of a family as does the mother. Hers is
the ideal distribution method undoubtedly. She is keenly
interested in the welfare of every member as an individual, an(^
she has the first-hand information that is necessary to go
with it.
There is no public officer or group v/ho could have
either of these in anywhere near the same capacity. The same
method of distribution is a difficult problem that would have
to be worked out fully before any idea of putting the plan int
operation was seriously considered.
Man has been engaged in the outside world in a fierce
fight and struggle to obtain the means of livelihood. Once
he has gained it and brought it home, the women have adopted a
1. Martin, Mrs - , t’restonla Mann, Frohlbitlng Fovoytyt P> *30
»
:>

very different method of distributing it. According to the
need of each member it is carefully apportioned. She does not
fight, struggle, or contend for it, and she certainly does not
allow any of this among the children. There is comparatively
no competltionfi squabbling, or fishting in the home. There is
no buying or selling. Things that are needed are distributed
for use and not for sale, "A capable mother keeps her young
people employed and thus out of mischief. She demands from th^p
co-operative helpfulness. She maintains discipline. She
distributes praise and blame. She keeps order. She does
not pretend to practice ‘Democracy*, the children do not elect
their teachers nor determine the methods of family government, 1
This may be very true, but it does not take much looking a-
roimd or searching to find a disastrous family situation caused
simply because democracy was not practiced. It is not demandeq
B'-
as such, but the essence must be there if the home is to be
constructive and happy, "How many delinquencies can be tracea
to the overbearing rule of a mother or father? A great many,
I am sure,
"Any mother who knows her business is in her home an ab-
solute domestic dictator,"^ It is she who decides what the
children shall eat and wear, when they shall get up or go to
bed, and go to school and come home. Her reign extends, how-
ever, onlv over the young and her sole object is to fit them to
take proper care of themselves later and to make their own way
in life when she has fulfilled her duty towards them.. As soon
r. Ibid, p, 31,
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as they are fitted thus to the best of her ability, she turns
them loose to fen^ for themselves end to make their o’-^ careers
This is ideal, but what a tremen'^ous undertekinsr to eruide so
closely so many nersons. The work and expense of undartakinf?
this would be stagger iner. To some extent it could be done,
but whether it would or not is a matter of conjecture.
The commons, ideally, would, fill the part of the mother
a
in/well-regulated family. Under its direction and guidance,
the youth of the country would be emnloyed, their energies
directed into productive channels in an orderly manner and for
their own good. Then they could be turned loose to make their
own careers in the capitals.
There is no really well-worked-out plan for delivering
the g-oods made by the comimons. An enlarged, parcel post system
has been suggested by the author to carrv the necessary food
to each person's door daily. The decisions as to am.ounts an''
varieties would be determined by an experienced board of
nutrition experts. The number, ag*es, and state of health of
the various members of each fam.ily would, be the controlling,
or rather, determining- factors. Mrs, Martin believes that
special diets for the sick, the invalid, or the agred could be
arranged. These thing-s she counts on as part of her plan, but
it would take m.any years to work such a system out successfully
What might be done for those persons living- in sparsely populated
sections, way out in the country, or where they would not be
easily accessable, is not m.entioned. This would create anothe}^
-TiTQbleHP to cUhIiJ i%utiPTr~qwgtlon whi ch I s so-
aaT 0 d 3 jde tf tift 'leti to of girdf befftt bb
.BidBTeo c'^o rtsdf s?leTi or tnS' Bevt^Bn&rff ^net of oeooX msrft
oe ebitr.^ of TialTfeozebau ^uo^^STreiJ)- s ,Ijg|sci ei airfT
I
eafraorxe r'frs M'tow erf? .P^oaTacr ynam yXseoX?-
ed P'Xx/oo cM fnefxe emcp oT .r»n^‘Te"93jei'a ad ^Xt;ov>
.eTt;vtoai;noo to Tedtam 3 ai vto0 10 :T{/ow ft zedfsrfyf fud
T-rf^oar ed& Jo fiao‘ odf I£l^ ^Xuow .yXXaaSl .airoTOSoa srfT
a
-sorra&tir^i ban aotfo'oztb eft rebcU .yXi-n.at ftstBXi,n98i- ffew'vttX
^^i^Tane rrXadt ^'^tvoXams ad OX0OF yTtnxjoo odf to ff^ov arft
lot fcrre aecfie/n yfTa'^To nc frt eXe^^arfo av t:^O0?ioiqr olnl datoo^ife
' <
itedf ‘ of 8 POor batnuf ad 0X000 vari;^ fierfT .boov. mvo liatfcf
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.Btefi'yeo sdf ni eieezso crr>o
K
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•••/* *
<‘ 8^ lot 08Xt ;t^jfo-^ad*IOw•-x^ev yXIfiai 00 aredT
cnet^yp dsotr -XaoiB^ baaieXtfa oA. .Boor*T(00 ed^ vd abstr sbooi cdt
boot tzsBSficon arft vitso of zodfrtB edf yd ba^eeways oaad esd
b0a PudooBP of B3 aoolefoeb .rlt$b 100*' a’noeTaor rfose ojt
to fneod bacnef-iaoxa ns yd ^sntrrzefob sd bTr/ot^ eaid&i-iev
to lUXsad to baa ,eo^B ^nsdmL'n odT .s^TS'^xa
iXoTtaoo ?dt ad '^X;ro> ytiBat doaa to aied^a^n 500 tia^ er'f
.t3!ic e^oretXed yitiaU .stU .eio^oflt ^nlnijiT^^sb tiaritBi to
ad bluoo •‘O'as ad^ to ^*-XXBy0f edf ^^otf add to’’’ ^fetb Xaloaqa
dr/d .nalq Torf to dT 3t as nc adnroo a^^e aanirfd snadT .bs^^OBTTa
yiXi/taaeooya diro redeye s ious 5iTow od eTaay ynsm aifad OX0OW dX
bj delyqoT vX" 8Tbj8 cri *>tttvll enoBTanr eeodd to’*' eno '- ad dd^irrf fed^
ed don Maow yard aTadw to ,yTdm/oo add nt.fuo vbf tinoldose
’ a''<dr)frr, adaaTO bltroF oidT . r'ecroddcre-T to/i eX ,ardj8aceoo5 vlteBO
SDU-CATION
7/hat changes are necessary in education under the new plan
’/Vhat would be the classification of hi^er education?
Can education at 26 years be gained easily?
Is there a possibility of having evening colleges?
7/ould guidance be necessary?
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EDUCATION
This plan would call for some v/ide changes in the
present methods of education. It would, from necessity, take
on an aspect of uniformity that in itself v/ould not do any
harm. Uniformity in education under the direction of some
well-versed central board is an ideal that many have dreamed
of even in our present system, though it has seemed very un-
probable and even irnpractible . This centrally organized and
all-pov/erful board could determine their methods and practices
after a. most thorough and. scientific Investigation and. revsearc
into •''e"'ulsite curriculum that should be designed to best
precede the new life in the commons.
”lts sole aim v/ould be to adopt juvenile education so ati
to fit the youngster first of all to serve with distinction
in the patriotic task of gaining the nation's livelihood, and
at the same time to v/in his ov/n economic freedom."^
Mrs. Martin feels that sufficient time would remain
after he had completed his task to enable him to gain any amou][)t
of higher, ornamental, and cultural education that he may desitre
She v/ould class all of the so-called higher education of today
in the Luxuries class, excepting those of the technical scienc
and medicine .
She considers medicine as a necessity, and I grant that
there are fev/ communities that exist either in the imagination
or in fact in v/hich the doctor is not one of the most indispensable
1. Martin, Mrs. Prestonia Mann, Prohibiting Poverty
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of men. Hov/ever, when she gives it this classification as a
necessity, v/ould she provide free medical education for all
vdio desire it and v/ere capable? The capitals as v^ell as the
commons need medical education# Would some young people be
given their education, and others have to pay for theirs? If
she provided this training for a limited number sufficient to
meet the requirements of the commons, would those thus educate(.
be forced to practice always among the commoners? Unless the;’
were paid as much as capitalistic physicians (if their training
and ability were on a par) there would be difficulty in holdini
;
them to their jobs. If they v;ere given equal pay, why should
they be given the free education? If free medical science
is provided in the capitals as a necessity, there v/ould be a
tendency for ambitious young people to be drav/n tov/ards medi-
cine as a career because of the lack of expense of the trainini
;
regardless of whether they had any particular aptitude along
that line or not. Also, if doctors were expected to give
their services for a small amount, the quality of the profesaiji^n
might suffer, for many would aspire to more money-making
positions in the capitals# This same line of reasoning could
apply with even more emphasis to the technical sciences.
At the present time, all the better Medical Colleges
require a regular Bachelor’s Degree before they admit students
Is this really superfluous, and could it be done away with en-
tirely? Mrs. Martin might add tv/o or three ;jrears onto the
medical training to include what, in the present undergraduate
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college was necessary, but this would only be chancrincr the
name; the stuc?ies would still be the same. This training is
a luxury today, and there are few who will not cham.-cion the higt
standing- and rosition of the m-edical rrofession, yet it is
considered necessary to gain the desired ends. If you grant
that this pre-training gives only culture, tact, poise, a
better understanding of reople, you will also have to admit
that the greater percentage of ills are more mental than
physical. The man who Imows hie medical "doohs thoroughly
need not necessarily be the best doctor in the sense that he
would cure the most people.
The study of the law is the only phase of higher edu-
cation that I can think of that would, not be used lust as
much in the production and distribution of necessities as of
luxuries. Even here, the law suits and legal advice are
not to be entirely unheard-of in the commons. The contact be-
tween the two nhases of this dual society and the discrepancies
in human nature are sure to m8'''e m.any argum.ents and questions
arise. Who but lawyers could settle them? These men would
probably be a part of the raid corns of leaders and workers.
If so, why bother with any education above the nre-commons level
as a part of the comimoners' enterprise*^ The organization wouli L
’^ost certainly need typists, stenographers
,
mechanics, designer i,
electricians, engineers, school teachers, etc. Perhans it was
only the Liberal Arts College Mrs. Martin was thinkin<^ of
as unnecessary. [K* &©\There are two nossibil-
stci& nnlr^n^r^o erf vino atdt ^fu-cf ^viB-eeo&rr bbw e*«9£lXoo
ai axrfT .stss erfd" e'^ XItj’a felirow asl'^u^’e erft jsffijs^i
fjsirf CTolcrmaxfo &on CIlv od^ we^ eiJS. siexTit .bos \:-rt;xi;X e
ef ,noJ 8se*to^Qr f BD f ^91: erft to rrottieon' one '^rtioriad'B
tiTsrr^ tfoy tl
,
*^91:189?) 9rfrf“ nXes o.t '^laapsoerr ^eis&fenoo
8 , eloc <i-oe;t-. ,eTtri^ft;o yr.io 99vi«5 fjsdi
d‘t!nf''i5 o& evsd oaTa XX^’^ uoy ,9Xcro9y to ’int^asta‘i6*?ntf
rrsrf^ XB^nsTi siofr afXl to ©ssJtaeo'ieq Tetseia sdt i'Bij-
yffTt^iroTo-rf^t sx'oo'f Xbo^^st strf ewo/rf orfxr crfim odT .f'=«oiaYrfo
• •* *
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i
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affOiteerrp ^^B atneuLTiTs yaer ot ©irra aia eTr't.-«a ncfpi/ff rrf
bXi/of^ necp ©a©*-)? ©rttsa ^luoo aiKyvaX itri od^ .©aXie
.3is-=fiow ^rra oiebseX tt? aoioo ^Xan ©.•ft tc tiaa^a ed yXtjBrfoiT
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-rx^Xaeon o*tt oia ©loilT/oa "Hj ^ . VTBaaeoen/iLr as
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ities for a training ground, a school of Education, or a
Liberal Arts College. She v/ill also admit she wants the
best. Not all v/ould agree with her that it should be the
former. The secondary education required of all would be
•'plain, sound, and thorough." I have inferred, though she
makes no definite statement about it, that there would be
e vO
tL±4r^le, if any, cultural courses in the secondary schools -
no college preparatory courses. There v/ould be inoreased
technical training which would be very advantageous to some,
of much value to the organization as a whole, but not so good
for some others. Human beings are not a group or a class;
they are separate individuals. That they differ one from
every other is an indisputable fact. '^That ^all be done with
the person with a mind that grasps the abstract, or v/ho has
decided creative or literary tendencies^ They may not all be
geniuses, yet they may do something of value to the country as
a v/hole. If a person is made to conform and work at some
routine or mechanical job for eight years, are not his or her
natural tendencies apt to be permanently suppressed? I think
the author feels that if the spark of interest and ability bur
brightly enough, it v/ill still be ready to blaze at 26. And
even more, it will burn m6re brightly and more rapidly for
having been thus delayed. This, I think, depends upon the
individual personality and this can be little affected by any
Utopian scheme. If the individual is forv/ard, strong-minded,
and s trong-v/illed, he will cling to his ambitions throu^
ns
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thicTr an^ thin. However, if the youth is quiet, shy, and
srenerally unaWessive
,
any natural talent or desire is suppress^jd
to enable them to conform.
The question of hii^her education at nisht was brouerht
up and dismissed with an of-course-you-may attitude, but
little real expression. At present, the courses sriven in
New York city in the evening- in connection with the University
of New York enable a uerson to get his decree in eie-ht years.
It is quite possible that such a scheme mierht be devised so
that it could be worked alone: with the commons. There is one
factor that looms large as a stumbline* block. The movement
of the commoners first here, then there, would prevent any
really permanent connection, thouo-h for those remaining in one
city (near hom.e ) this is a possibility, and I should think
an inducem.ent.
At 26, all persons would be free to d.o what they wanted
to and, at this age, they coul'^ enter any field that interested
them. At IP, she rt ghtfullv states that most rersons are at a
loss as to what they should or want to do. At 86, they shouldl'
and would know. Riffht she is, but psycholo*rists have proven
that we don't learn as easily nor as rapidly as we get older,
and as far as the learning curve is concerned, 26 is netting
along in vears. With this natural slowing up and still a
whole education to be gained, the end would nrobably be prettv
hard. There are exceptions, of course. "Professors continue
to study and learn until they are well along in years. Howeve
ov
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’/ve are not all of professional timber, and this plan seems to
reduce the possible number of college graduates in this societ;j?|(
It would not be fair if I d^jd not mention the fact that,
v/hereas fev/er would complete the v/hole of a present college
course, there v;ould undoubtedly be more single and group
courses taken to cater to specific interest tendencies* Ther^
is a probability that culture might not suffer even though de-
grees v/ould not be as numerous*
Education would be more evenly and generally accepted,
but outstanding persons who fall short of being geniuses will
not be catered to as they are more apt to be now - not always.
Drastic changes and re-arrangements would have to be
made and much would depend on the skill with which it was done
<
If I were to name the one factor upon which the success of the
s cheme, educationally speaking, v;ould depend, I would unhesitahi
ly say "guidance”* Upon the success or failure, upon the scotx
and thoroughness of this hangs all the threads of success or o:|
failure. A large, efficient, capable guidance set-up could
handle many of these problems. Such a set-up is an aim of
modern education, but there are many drawbacks. It is a tre-
mendous undertaking. It is very expensive, but it could be
done#
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CRIME
Every intelligent American now knows, Wade H. Ellis
of the American Bar Association has said that the United States
has the most money, the most power, the most laws, and the most
crimina‘’s of any nation in the ’n^orld. The total crime cost
to the country is estimated by the Baumes Commission at
000, 000, 000 a year, or approximately, the total of the war
debt, and this is incurred every year. Exags-erated as this
statem.ent may be, there are other facts that bolster its es-
sential idea, and a comrarison of English and American statistics
are interesting^ perhaps, but give a just cause for chagrin.
In 1917, Chicago had 17 times as many murders as London,
19 tiies as many felonious homicides, 7 times as many burglarieC;
and 00 times as many robberies. New York City had B ti-res as
many homicides as London, 5-J- tirties as many burglaries, 30 times
as many robberies. St. Louis had times as many homicides
as London, and 17 times as many burglaries. Detroit had 18 tirijes
I as many burglaries and Cleyeland 13 tim.es as many. Liverpool,
I
i
however, is more nearly like the American cities in this respectl,
havinp* in proportion to population a larger number of burglarle^
than New York City and almost as many as Chicago, and its
superiority over American cities regardins* murder and felonious
homicide is less than one-half as great as London’s. On the
other hand, some other offenses are more frequent in English
than in American cities.
The cost of crime undoubtedly is great, but just how

great is difficult to determine* The Baumes Commission is
quoted in the pamphlet as estimating the annual cost to he
*13,000,000,000, This is high, hut perhaps not too high, Inj
1900, Smith estimated the total cost of crime to he ^600,000,t)00
a year, Weir later fixed this figure at 11,370,000,000; LydU
ston at ^5,000,000,000; Bushnell at ite, 000, 000, 000, and the
jnstitute of Economics at $5,000,000,000, Little dependence
can really he given any of these estimates, in view of the laflrere
number of items that ^ould he included in them and the immenj
losses that are experienced. These figures are vague and
indefinite which makes them very difficult to determine.
This is a tremendous drawback unon any srroup of ner-
sons handed toerether for the good of the whole, and any pain
that might remedy or lessen the burden would surely be an aidJ
to society in general.
To claim that any social scheme would cut the cost and
so the number of crimes, one must have some idea of what lies
at the basis of criminal acts. These causes have changed
considerably in the minds of those who have attempted remedle|t
and a very brief review might be helpful in gaining a more
well-rounded perspective. The whole matter has many more sidlfes
to it than Mrs, Martin* s plan would change, though undoubtedly
her plan might help.
During the medieval and early modem periods, crime was
said to be due to some type of innate depravity and the in-
,
stigation of the devil. There was little if any interest
^ahnwB: in-ffietlves> Intentions, eircumstanees, or ^ther "factor^
-fe
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1Punishments were very arbitrary and very unequal. Torturing
was the accepted mode of the retaliation of society. Beccari^.
one of the first persons to make really lasting contributions
to the study of crime, stated the doctrines of the classical
school in 1764. He was champion of the group who tried to
make punishment less arbitrary and severe. They believed
that all persons violating any one law should receive the same
punishment regardless of age, sanity, wealth, position, or cir-|
cumstances. One aim was to make the pains of punishment ex-
ceed the pleasures of the crime, and to let the criminal know
in advance what result awaited evil conduct. At this time,
one can see that they were not interested in causes; they felt
that hedonistic calculations would settle the problem, but
since this was no truer than it is now, children and lunatics
soon forced a modification of this theory of punishment. The$|e
groups were and are unable to calculate pains and pleasures.
Lombroso, the leader of the Italian or Positive school
in 1876, insisted that the only hope lay in the study of the
criminals themselves, as Individuals. This was the basis of
individualization In the treatment of criminality. This
school, however, had a poor technique and was obsessed by pre-
conceived notions of the character of the criminal. Their
principal argument was that criminals constitute a born type
and that they could be recognized by stigraatic anomalies, such
as asymmetrical craniijm, long lower jaw, flattened nose, scanty
beard, low sensitivity to pain. If a person had five or more
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of these stigmata, he was considered a complete criminal type;
from three to five, he was thought to be an incomplete criminal
type; and less than three did not indicate a criminal type.
These stigmata were thought to be a reversion to the savage
anatamism or a degeneration especially of the epileptoid type.
Because of his characteristics and nature, the criminal
could not refrain from criminal acts unless the circumstances
were unusually favorable. They granted that one who was not
a purely criminal type might commit crime regardless, if his
environment were unusually unfavorable. This was the beginniij^g
of the emphasis on environment, and it is this phase of causa-
tion that the Martin plan would most specifically alter.
Cranial measurements of graduates of Oxford and Cam-
bridge were found by Dr. Goring to have about the same dif-
ferences as those between criminals and ordinary law-abiding
persons. The only differences he found were that on the
average, and in a similar occupational group, criminals tend
to be several inches shorter and several pounds lighter in
weight than non- criminals. V/lth modern scientific knowledge
in nutrition available, lack of poimdage may readily be con-
sidered one of environment and more specifically, one of the
lack of proper food fresh air, and healthful, hearty activity.
The young adult man living in the city is a predominant
type. The Negro is also common, but a question arises here
as to whether his criminality is not due to cultural and eco-
nomic rather than racial factors. Crime has been explained
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as always being a joint product of an individual and a social
factor* If the social factors are erased, there is less liabil-
ity that a defective individual will come to grief with the
law* Here perhaps is the helpful point in this plan*
Healy and Spaulding have championed the view that crimin-
ality is not inherited and their studies have attached much
importahce to, and given impetus to, the study of society and
it's effect upon the individual* Dr* Healy says that alto-
gether there seems to be no proof whatever from jfhe extensive
material available that there is such a thing as criminalistic
inheritance, apart from some otherwise significant physical
or mental trait, which in the offender ani his forebears forms
the basis of delinquencies* Vague tendencies may be inherited
that may be directed in specific ways by contacts with others*
Cooley has explained this by the follov;ing comparison;
Roughly speaking , the heredity of other animals is a mechanid^
like that of a hand-organ ; it is made to play a few tunes; you
you can play these tunes at once with little or no training, and
and you never play any others* The heredity of man on the otheif
hand, is a mechanism more like that of a piano; it is not made
to play particular tunes, you can do nothing at all on it with
out training, but a trained player can draw from it an Infinite
variety of music. Consequently there is no evidence that there
can be such a thing as a bom criminal* Both the individual
trait or attitude and the situation must be included in the
causation.
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This optimistic attitude gives hope and encouragement.
It is upon this belief that Mrs. Martin bases her claim.
Plenty of all that is necessary in life and carefully con-
trolled environment when most needed ought to be the answer
to any social worker's prayer.
Human beings find within themselves certain definite
desires that seek satisfaction. If these are not satisfied
in a normal, social helpful way, they must find abnormal, anti-|
social expression. Also it is important to note that there
is no one set of answers to these satisfactions, since those
appeasing one person may in no way satisfy another. The fact
of individual differences cannot here be Ignored. W. I. Thomas
has summarized the motives of human behavior into four wishes.
His groupings have been widely accepted.
The first, he terms the Wish for New Experience. Here
may be classified the ever-present craving for excitement,
fresh stimulation, adventure. This may take any of a number
of forms. It may mean hunting, athletics, gambling, crime,
scientific investigation, exploration, or even a good new bookj
The second is the Wish for Security. This takes the
form of avoiding danger and securing adequate means of sub-
sistence. However, it may assume the form of avarice, of
systematic labor, or of conservatism. It is in this group
where the National Livelihood Plan offering the soundest se-
curity will have its chance to aid.
The third is the Wish for Response. This is the era-
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ving of individuals for the intimate appreciation of others,
Euid is seen especially in the various kinds of love. Sexual
offenses are now definitely related to this wish. There is
a big question in my mind as to whether in this wish the plan
would not be found most obviously wanting.’ A more detailed
discussion of the craving and satisfaction of the sexual im-
pulse is taken up elsewhere in this paper. Suffice it to
say here, then, that with present standards of absolute in-
competence outside of marriage there would be an added burden
upon the individual under the new plan which forbids marriage
until he has reached the age of 26. Hov/ever, sexual offenses
are more or less definitely related to public opinion. If
this could be altered there may not be any particular increase
in this type, but if standards and morals remained the same,
there undoubtedly would be.
The fourth is the Wish for Recognition. All individuals,
admittedly or not, crave the appreciation of the general public
and of one’s own particular group. Everyone enjoys and strives
for social position or status in some field. It may lead to
a form, of bravado, of showinn- off, of humility, of acc’jmulatlo||i
1
of wealth, or of public service.
Mrs. Martin gives a glowing description of honor and
glory that will go along with being a member of the commons,
the organization that would be the pride and joy of the whole
country. With the blare of trumpets and the steady rat-a-tat
1. Thomas, W. I., The Unadjusted Girl
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of the dr-ums, the commons would march to their posts. All the!
rest of the country would stand on the side-lines, cheering
their darlings on. They would be the idols of the populace.
Here is a certain amount of recognition for all persons.
There is much compelling force behind the attitude that "every-
body's doing it", but I am inclined to believe that real rec-
ognition needs something more exceptional. There is little
satisfaction or feeling of accomplishment if everyone is, can,
and has to do the same thing that you have done. Mrs. Martin
uses the Army and Navy of today as a fairly close simile.
Truly there may be some resemblances, but everyone is not in
the Army or Navy. They are rigid in their physical qualifi-
cations, and not easy when they test mental and moral stand-
ards. These men have passed the test. They are above, not
on a par, with every other young man of the same age.
Personality is intricately connected with abnormal and
anti-social behavior for it is a social product. No person
is born with it, but all acquire a certain amount in contact
with others. A feeling of inferiority or of rebellion, nega-
tivism, or an anti- social grudge may develop in childhood and
may remain through life. E. W. Buggess has classified the
factors that enter into personality as follows: Group partici-
pation, character, personal behavior patterns, social type,
and philosophy of life. Some of these factors could be very
definitely related to and altered by the operation of the
National Livelihood Plan.
Group part i r.ipnti on would not only he anp.mirflggi
^
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it would be forced upon everyone. Man is naturally somewhat
gregarious, and so the general run of individuals may prosper
\ under such a proposed gDuping. However, there are those for
whom it would be very difficult and not in the least advanta-
geous. The introvert finds joy and consolation v/ith his books
and in his studies. His emotional balance will probably be
harmed if eight years of forced compliance to set regulations
was enforced.
Character, according to modern psycholog37, is formed
v/hen a child is very young. Hence a plan which does not di-
rectly affect the child as a youngster v/ould not have so great
an influence upon his personality in this respect. However,
home environment is very important, and the better food,
cleaner homes (and vie can only hope they would be cleaner), anc
more general security with less nervous tensions on the part
of the parents could not help but improve each child's early
surroundings and so have an effect on his character.
Personal behavior patterns should be pretty well de-
termined by the age of 18, and this along with the individual
social type v;hich is partially at least determined by his
heredity and his philosophy of life, v/hich in turn are influ-
enced by the family more than any other one factor, migiit be
effected by this plan. This would not so easily and simply
^ lift all children from the doldrums of temptation and of anti-
social behavior.
The psychopathic personality has, as a type, been promi-
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will get into difficulty with other people more commonlj'’ than
the average individual. Criminals v;ith mental disorders are
much more frequently recidivists than are other criminals
.
Insane persons may be criminals because of irritability, be-
cause of hallucinat ious or delusions, because of inability to
learn the codes or standards of the group, or because of reduce*
industrial efficiency. The behavior of the insane is partly
determined by prior experiences and interactions, tliou{^ in the
extensive guidance program she plans to inaugurate as part of
the educational system some of these difficulties might be de-
tected. It would be a tremendous job, however, and one that
probably coi.ild not be v/orked out for a long while. Upon these
victims of physical and mental deterioration, a nev/ society
would have ver” little effect.
'Thile social disorganization may lead to progress, it
has also been one cause of much delinquency. Family ideals
are affected when childre"?. meet others with a different re-
ligion and different morals. The newspapers, movies, and
travel affect standards. Isolation and segregation, physical
and social, affect racial, immigrant, and economic groups.
Mobility from one group to another or from one neighborhood to
another affects ideals and behavior. '.Vlien all the nation^
youno: are grouped together, this inconsistency of ideals and
background v;ill not lessen the unre-t caused now by such inter--
mingling. As a matter of fact, it is difficult to see vjhy
it Y7ou.ld not greatly increase it. It is all well and good
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to build idealistic attitudes about hov; gran-^’ our youth is and
to talk in an inspired nianner about the generalized term of
"young people". One .-’ould have to admit that the picture
before one's imagination in such instances is not of a group
on the corner In the poorer section of the cit;/-, but perhaps
a college group, a church group, .or some lodge group. These
have provided the in-.piration, an'' these are not examples of
avera'-e American youn'; people.
The fact rbmains that, regardless of hopes and plans,
• V
these people v/ill come from very different homes. Their fi-
nancial background v/ill vary practically as much as they v/ould
if all persons of any one age v/ere grouped into a single orga-
nization nov/. Colleges v/ere cited as an example of v/hat this
organization v/ould be like, but this is a poor example. The
intermingling of students is a refreshing tliought, and it may
(Vbe to sorae^ right spot in this gloomy v/orld of ours. But all
is not eas-^ at such an institution, even thouf^ the backgrounds
are to a certain degree similar. G-athered here ’^ou have a
fairly uniform group, yet, moral de<?radation has given many
persons much concern and the discipline problem has had much
consideration
.
Economic and occupational conditions affect crime,
and though poverty is in itself thought to be conducive to
crime, it has alv/ays meant segregation av/ay from cultural in-
fluences. It m.eans a low status with little to lose, little
to respect, little to be proud of, and little to sustain

II
efforts tov/ards improvement. It means bad housing and lack oj'
attractive community institutions. It generally means both
parents stay away from the home for long hours, with the re-
sulting fatigue, lack of control of children, and irritation
that go with these. It generally now means the withdrawal
of the child from school at an early age and the beginning of
his life at mechanical labor. Home control is weakened,
anti-social grudges develop, and cultural contacts are lacking.
It produces envy and often hatred.
Poverty seldom forces stealing or prostitution to
excape actual starvation; it produces its greatest effect upon
attitudes rather than upon the organism. This is rather well
I
exemplified in the case of the modem servant girls. They
have the necessities, good and sufficient food, good housing
accommodations, clothing, yet fifty percent of the professional
prostitutes have come from this class, and in other forms of
delinquency also they have played a major part. They have
had actually no economic anxieties, but they have been treated
as an inferior class. Their job gains them little or no
social recognition. The monotony of the day makes them long
for pleasure, response, and recognition in the evening. The
methods to be employed are of small concern, it is the end
they are seeking that is of most importance.
Epilepsy since Lombroso’s day has played a part in
crime that it is impossible to ignore. There are several
types of this disease that more less determine the sort of
I
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criminal act that a victim is most apt to commit, but it is
their general mental peculiarities that help to explain why
they become criminal more frequently than normal people.
Dr. Healy has stated that these peculiarities are due to (a)
strange variabilities in mental functioning; Today the epi-
leptic may be apparently as normal as anyone else, while to-
morrow he may manifest an entirely different character. One
day he may show a high degree of mental capacity, and the next
he may appear to be mentally dull. Moreover, this very
ability extends also to fluctuations of mood and entire dis-
position. (b) The remarkable general characteristics typical
of the epileptic, such as tendency to emotionalism, but with
much inconsistency in his feelings; irritability either con-
stsint or manifested in a sudden burst of anger and vicious
conduct; sometimes the assumption of a virtuous attitude ac-
companied by moralizing or preaching, and at other times the
utmost cruelty; sullenness; bad temper; Impulsiveness; ego-
centric tendencies; obstinacy; lack of ethical perception;
frequently an over-development of the sexual life. (c) Mentail
peculiarity connected with general deterioration, including
loss of mental power, affecting the perceptions, the will,
the finer ethical discriminations, and the moral inhibitions.
From these characteristics it is apparent how easily
the epileptic gets into trouble. As in every other case,
characteristics of the individual make-up are not the only
factors in the career of crime. Social conditions and habits
operate
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Most serious crimes committed against society today are
instigated by the desire to get money. In this statement^
Mrs. Martin is right, but the desire for the money is not as
much for what it is in itself, as for what it can do for them.
As previously stated, crime for the necessities forms a very
small part of the total now. Most persons in stealing or
other abnormal behavior are gaining recognition in their par-
ticular crowd, and social standing where they most desire it.
In more or less equalizing the general status of living, and
though perhpss not raising it, still relieving the persons of
the nervous strain and anxiety due mostly to the justifiable
fear of insecurity, some of this tension would be lessened.
The criminal has supposedly figures that crime was
easier than work. He has come to the conclusion that honest
work does not pay. Would regular hours of useful work under
supervision cure youth of this notion? Work has been said
to constitute a sound moral tonic, but this is not so unless
mental attitudes, physical fitness, general capability, and
Individualistic desire and taken into consideration. Under
the proper emotional set-up, the crime impulse to which the
adolescent seems to be subjected might be "purged and sweated
out of his system?.
"In later years the temptations to steal and swindle
would, presumably, be minimized among a people all of whom
were provided with a competence, and none of them were haunted
by fear of want. The assaimptlon seems therefore warranted
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that the National Livelihood Plan would greatly diminish crime.
’’Tilers would moreover, under the National Livelihood
Plan, be no excuse for crime. The sort of excuse v/hich now
springs perhaps from an uneasy consciousness among us that the
poor do not get a square deal and cannot earn a decent living
v/ith a reasonable exertion or ’.vith a proper guarantee of se-
curity. Under the National Livelihood Plan the pressure of
want, the harrassments of insecurity could not be urged in
the extermination of crime, and then with a clear conscience,
a ready han^ and a firm v/ill, society could deal rigorously
v;ith the criminal.”
These are her conclusions and they are pretty well
founded. They hinge, however, on the big assumption that
«
hoies v/ould be cleaner and families would have higher standards
if only they v/ere given the opportunity. This iq basing much
faith in the quality of human nature. The plan provides the
opportunity. V/ould every individual arise to all his capa-
bilities? An elaborate and expensive system of educational
preventive measures including vocational guidance, organized
recreation, visiting teachers, and psychiatric clinics would
undoubtedly go a long waw towards helping. However, these
would also mal^ie the capitalistic system v/e are nov; livin^ in
a much better place were they into effect.
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THE FAIJIILY UNDER THE NATIONAL LIVELIHOOD PLAN !!
In characterizing any particular society v/hich deals
vjith human relations, there are two elements rather closeljr
interconnected wt'.lch are considered to he of prime importance#]
The first of these is the economic system, and the second is tjjie
I
family situation. Surely any institution of as much influencjfe
and importance in the life of so all-inclusive a group as the
citizens or perhaps, more accurately stated, the inhabitants
of any state, deserves very careful consideration.
Most persons think of the family as being static, and
suppose that throu^ social evolution it has reached a final
form v/hich is completely adjusted to an unchanging situation.
This idea of the family as an unalterable social institution
is created from man's faulty but human v/ish to make permanent
conditions that, because they have become habitual, are comforljb-
able. The present pessimism in regard to the family has to
mainly with the conviction (held with the tenacity so chanactej:?-
istic of strong emotional bias) that any change is an evil or
|
from the failure to realize that the family, in the course of
j
adjustment, must suffer some disturbances and losses. i!
The family today is an outgrowth of conditions, both
economic and social that have occurred through the gradual
adjustment of man to his environment. Each phase or step in
the progress of civilization has a family institution that,
better than any other, adapts itself to human needs, and
...
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accomplishes its social task at the time it is in vogue.
In view of this fact, there is no reason to believe
that some part of an Utopia could not also have its distinctiffe
family institution, or that a rearrangement from the present
status must necessarily be impossible or undesirable, A studi
of the success of the present-day marriages and a glance at tl|e
divorce rate leaves little doubt as to the non-ideal charac-
ter of our present practices.
The rapid development of science and industry during
the nineteenth century has influenced the family to a great
extent both directly and indirectly. Directly, home life has
profited by a definite rise in the standard of living and by
an enormous increase in comfort and leisure for most classes.
Indirectly, social and economic changes have had their effect
Transportation and comiinuni cation ha e made greater headway thim
ever before, eausing isolation of the family to become a thing
of the past.
Today, the importance of the family is seen more in its
value as regards the em.otions with which it provides parents
than through any other one factor. Parental emotions arising!
in men (though less obviously perhaps) as well as in women are
probably more important than any others in the power they hay^
for influencing action,
Poth men and women, having each other, or more especiall,j7’
when they have children, must regulate their lives almost
entirely with reference to theni. Many who have only ordinary]
I
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jcharacters and dispositions before marriage, of their own ac-
cord consistently act unselfishly after the wedding. Consum-
mated love has a softening, healing. Inspiring influence. It
j
j
often expands the sympathies, stimulates forbearance, teaches
self-denial, forgiveness, and consideration towards faults.
jj
The harsh egoism is lessened; there is regard for the contin-
|l
I'
ual well-being of the other half of the \mit, and a reciprocal
!• desire to give happiness. Unquestionably this aids the moral
ll
||
tone of a state and is a step in the right direction since
! idealists and philosophers from the earliest days have exalted
i the virtue of altruism and degraded any emphasis of the ego.
I
j
The revolt of women against the domination of men is a
I
! movement which in its purely political sense is practically
completed, but in its wider aspects is still in its infancy.
Its remoter effects will work themselves out very much more
rapidly \mder this scheme. The emotions women are supposed
to feel are still, as yet, a reflection of the interests and
sentiments of men. Civilization has tended to greatly dimin-
ish women's maternal feelings. Fanlnism seems certain to hav (
a profound influence in breaking up the patriarchal family
j
which represents man's triumph over women in early pre-indus-
trial societies.
The substitution of the state for the father, as far as
it has gone in the west, is in the main a great advance. It
has immensely improved the health of the community and the
j
general level of education. It has diminished the cruelty to
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children, and has made impossible such suffering as is so
vividly portrayed in ’David Copperfield’ . It may reasonably
be expected to continue to raise the general level of physical
health and intellectual attainment, especially by preventing
the worst evils resulting from the family system where it goes
wrong. There are many grave dangers, however, in this sub-
stitution of the state for the family, and the objections seem
now in no way to be minimized by the social plan under conside
ation. If effected, it would be on the side of exaggeration
and increased danger.
Parents, as a rule, are fond of their children, and do
not regard them merely as material for political schemes.
The state can hardly be expected to have quite the same atti-
tude. An opinion on this point would probably rest on the
individual's idea of society - that is, on his social philos-
ophy. If he felt that any social group was, as a v;hole, more
important than all of its parts and that it had the right of
prescribing duties to its parts for the sake of and as a bene-
fit to the whole that was Irrespective of or even contrary to
the welfare of the individual, his outlook on life and opinion
would be pretty much determined. However, if he was a true
individualist, and was a champion of the idea that a group or
state is merely a means to greater welfare of the individual,
the all-important element in society, his opinions would vary
correspondingly.
Neither view is wholly true or wholly false, and not
many persons claim devotion to one side. However, the averag
person's sentiment is more in sympathy with one than tae other
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The present tendency in all Western aid in the more in-
dustrially advanced countries is toward a continually increaslj:
i
interference of the State with the i^owers and functions of th^
family. The humanitarian sentiment towards children which pro-
I
bahly originated and has caused most past interventions of th4
State gives every indication that it will continue, broaden,
and cause more and more interventions. Actually it has done
so, and under Mrs, Martin* s plan, it will be given opportunity
to do so at even a greater rate and with m.uch less opposition.
There are several nowerful forces causine* this assumptioij
of the father* s duties by the State, and one of the strongest
has been the desire of women for econom.ic independence. They
would have complete economic freedom if at 26 they too had
earned their living for their lifetim.e.
Having all the original raison d*etre of the family, sucl|
as economic support, protection, and education minim.ized or
wholly ae8um.ed by other agencies, the success of m^arriage is
today more vital. Its value in developin individual person-
ality and character has assumed greater proportions. One who
is about toinvest his life in marriage has no disposition to
look for the consequences which may issue from his marriage
or from marriages in general, whereof his own is only an incoiil-
I
spicuous instance. That his own marriage, together with milljjjnons
of others, may perpetuate the race and transmit the social
heritaere is a fact of very measrer importance to him. The occi(j-
dental does not marry in order to fulfill a public duty. In
-, r the- situation -is somewhat differBnti^-=^AoooTdli
to Keyserling these general considerations very strongly motivate
Oriental
.iA
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marriages, but this fact must be considered in view of the
customary submerging of the natural family in the Chinese
I!
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household. The Western world at present is especially hos-
tile to the idea of making marriage a matter of duty and ob-
ligation. Here, if anywhere, the thing must be done for its
own sake. Marriage is not a unique institution in its
disparity betv/een the social or racial functions it fulfills
and the actual motives suid purposes of the persons who en-
gage in it.
From the standpoint of society, a scrutinizing interest
is warranted toward this "marriage at 26 or later” phrase.
Population and its decline is taken up elsewhere in more
detailed study, but here the problem of fecundity deserves
mention.
Normally, the reproductive system matures between the
twelfth and sixteenth years, and in its narrowest sense, youth
is prepared then for marriage. However, from the studies
that have been made and from the knowledge gained from in-
creased research in medical science, it has been proven that
it is not at all desirable that this should take place until
after physiological development as a whole is completed at
about the ages of IS to 21.
Mental development is somewhat slower and requires
about 5 or 6 years longer to mature. If other things are
equal, and authorities are not being misled in their logic
which seems rather unlikely, young people should marry soon
after they complete their mental development. If marriage is

4
delayed until this mental development is closed, both per-
sonalities would probably be completely developed, and both
ti
individuals set in their ways. Both parties v/ould have a jj
large stock of habits that ".ould be firmly rooted, and their
ruts would be difficult to merge into one. These individuals
encounter difficulties in trying to fit themselves into a new
family life that requires so much give-and-take, especially
rive
.
to rake it entirely successful.
Age in marriage is a ver^’- important consideration, both
from the standpoint of the individual and from that of societjj
as a whole. Looking at it with the interests of the indi-
vidual in paramount consideration, too great a discrepancy
between the ages of the two persons entering the marital
state is a real disadvantage. Not only does it interfere
with the feeling of perfect comradeship that should exist if
success is to be insured, but also because it is definitely
unphysiological
. To require all young persons to graduate
from the commons before seriously considering m.arriage would
orobably tend, throucrh compulsion, to even un the age of the
Iman and v/oman, though not necessarily would this have to follow.
Upon graduation there would be, according to the author of thej
!
plan, a general marrying spree. These young lovers could
j
!i
I
marry if they chose on graduation day. There would be no need
;j
!i
to v/ait until the man had "amassed a competence" and could .1
support her. i!
Extremely romantic and appealing is her description of
the young couple on their first summer ' s-long hone^/moon.
ij
'
ll
96
" Supreme hap'oiness is theirs - vou.np:, strong, health'^^, inde- I
1
}
I
II
necessary rations. The v;hole countr"/ is before them. ‘Te
|
I
can picture them v/andering over hill 3nd dale, pickni eking,
j
I
camping, by lakes and streams and the sea, swimming, fishing,
j
singing, chattering, deliciously quarreling, reading, poetizir^,
I
planning for their future.'
j
I
"Cold weather soon drives them indoors. A desire fori
ij
luxury, for occupation, and for companionship av/akes in them. I
The young husband tires of loafing, love-making begins to
{
pall, and love begins to seem to both of them not quite
!
’enough**. He begins to long for the v/orld of men and affairj|;
ij
she wearies a little of his constant company and would like l{
Ito see her mother, her brothers, her sisters, and her friends
.J
3o he takes a job im the capitals and proudly brings home
money, receives her grateful smiles, and feels elated. She
immediately goes shopping. Presently she calls for a home,
j
I
and soon other wants appear - a motor car, jewels, fine rai-
|j
ment
,
parties, theaters, fine furniture. 'The simple life'
|
begins to seem a little tame; they begin to talk earnestly i
ji
of the 'full life'. They throw their energy into the capitals.]!
Society has had the right to demand, for its ov/n protection asli
well as for his, that he earn his ov/n keep. But now he has
j
satisfied that obligation; he has won his own freedom." ^
|
This sounds well, and to persons v;ith any imagination
|
1. Martin, Mrs. Prestonia Mann, Prohibiting Poverty
.
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it may picture an ideal. 'There is the young couple v/ho v^oulc^
i!
not revel in such a vacation or honeymoon’. Hov/ever, is this ||
not a possible case rather than a probable one? Is she not
depicting the ideal for young people about the age of 20, 21,
or 22?
Many persons are convinced that age is more mental tharj
physical, and often persons wording v;ith young people or with
those who are vitally interested in life in general and their
ovm surroundings in particular actually seem to retain their
jj
youth much longer than the average. Perhaps the carefree
||
II
II
work in the commons will be conducive to such an attitude, |
and the 26-year-olds, under this plan, will have a mental at-
titude similar to the young people in the late teens and early
twenties of today. However I think this is leaving a big ”if”
Besides this psychological attitude, the economic phase does
not seem as simple, uncomplicated, and ideal as she portrays
it. The uncertainty of their own economic condition has, Y/itJti
I
little opposition, been stated by many to be the strongest of
the elements that are at the present time preventing the young
people from marrying as early as would be eugenically advanta-
geous. The higher two persons are on the social scale and
the higher are their standards of living, and accordingly the
greater their list of "musts" and "necessities", the longer
these economic forces are called upon to operate. There are
many persons -/ho at 19 or 20 might marry on love and love alonji,
but there are few v/ho, if they wait until later, do not demand
considerably more. "Love in an attic" is a romantic picture
sp
m
.
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;i to many youngsters, but it appeals to a decreasing proportion !
i!
(' as they advance in years. That a few who are well along in
I
j
years still cling to some such illusion is without a doubt due
I
to maladjustment of one kind or another. Probably they are
so poorly adapted to their home and work, and so unhappy in
j
their present situation that love in any form at any sacrifice
i| is a haven of ref\ige, an ideal.
ji
I,
Marriage at the age of 26 imposes another handicap.
li
i|
If compelled to wait until that age, much of the ardor and
Ij enthusiasm of youth for life in general hav^ been lost, and
a great deal of the more adventuresome spirit that is so
j!
j|
characteristic of adolescents has disappeared. The more
i
li stable, factual, mature minds will demand a great deal more
|l
j from their future mates than they previously would even have
||
;
thought of. This may be for the best. Persons will be
I
I
more careful perhaps, in their choice, but does it not seem
t
I possible that there would be many more persons who would not
li
[' marry at all because of this?
If they have worked for eight years for their "keep"
and a mere pittance, the desire for "extras" will be exceed-
ingly strong, and there is considerable doubt that marriage
would appeal as strongly as a job would that enabled them to
I
obtain a few luxuries. A guarantee of food, shelter, and
I
clothing is rarely sufficient today to Induce young people
|
into marital bands. Most of them must have a wage that en-
j
I
ables them to live as they have been accustomed to living. i
Would this attitude be changed in a different social situation^
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1
or would it, by forcing the lower classes to comply with the
1
standards now more generally held by the upper strata of
;
society, beget in them similar feelings and emotions and so
put greater emphasis ,on the standard of living item.
j
Another Important consideration of the age delay from
j
the standpoint of the individual has much to do with the sex
1
1
1
impulse or the emotions. Emotion plays its part in marriage
1
and this would be most decidedly affected by the delay in the
1
1
age of marriage.
! Professor Karl M. Bowman, M. D. says that sex is one
i
of the strongest instincts in man, and it is very evident
that unless it v/ere strong, the human race would have ceased
1
i
to exist long before this. It is important to realize that
1
the strength of the sex instinct, like that of the other
instincts, varies enormously in different people. In some
individuals there appears to be little or no sex drive, and
so these individuals not only have no difficulty in controllln, r
>
the tendency but apparently never have any desire to give it
i
1
expression. In others, however, there is a very strong sex
i
i
1
drive which is expressed through an excessive indulgence or
1
i
a marked conflict. While the effects of early environment
1
i
1
may serve to stimulate or repress the sex Instinct, it does
1
not seem that such an explanation alone is sufficient to
account for the tremendous differences which one encounters.
i
Convention even now takes this little into account, and it is
i
i a fairly universal source of conflict, since society demands
so tremendous a suppression of the instinct. The social
i
!
1
1
code allows its expression only under very special conditions,
1
1
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aiid it is obvious that very highly sexed individuals or even
those moderately sexed who are unstable and incapable of
enduring much mental conflict are likely to have difficulty
concerning this item. The instinct is demanding expression
on the one hand, while society demands complete repression
on the other. It is not to be wondered, then, that studies
of mental diseases consistently disclose sex as an extrem.ely
common source of conflict.
The average, normal, healthy individual can’t help having
some conflict in try^ing to conform to these dem.ands of society
The more sensitive he is and the more important he feels it
to oe to accept the customs of the group, the greater will
be his conflict. The majority^ of Individuals are unable to
conform completely to the conventional standards. This has
been shown by every study of the sex life of individuals that
i
has been made, and it may be well, therefore, to realize that
there may be certain ideals v/lth regards to sex, but that the
majority of persons fall to attain these ideals.
Does this not seem to give fair indication that all
might not be well if commoners were not permitted to marry?
If all sex impulses were to be held in abeyance by all persons
until after they had reached the age of 26
,
this suppression
or oppression of society would be considerably increased.
The thrusting down of deep emotions into the unconscious, and
the attempt to ignore arid forget them does not expel them.
The desires are submerged and apparently vanquished, but their
100
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•fluence upon the mind, character.
Apparently the conflict may be at
v/orking invisibly. Such victims
and conduct is still active,
an end; actually it is still,
are compelled to sublimate tilite
force, vjhile their success depends upon their mental and moral
capacity, strength of will, early training, environment, and
aptitude for discovering substitutes. Could the average citi-’
zen be successful in these substitutions? It is common know-
ledge that college men and college women do not, on an average,
marry until rather late, and some may feel that were all per-
sons given similar training and education, their conduct v/ould
be regulated similarly. However, I do not think anyone has
proven the fact that colleges attract a class of men and women
who differ from the rest only in background or, more specifi-
cally, in education. Many in the same families do not go to
colleges and universities because of individual differences
making them better fitted for somethirg. else. Uniform educa-
tion and training undoubtedly would help, but could it appre-
ciably affect anything as deeply rooted in human nature as the
sex impulse?
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MENTAL ATTITUDES
Is well-v/orked out technical detail all that is necessary for
Social Progress?

103
MENTAL ATTITUDES
If the National Livellhooi Plan were perfect in its
technical details; if the young people could be organized
into a group like the Commons; and if this organization could
produce enough to provide all of our population with ’neces-
sities'; if the separation between the basic essentials, the
control of public utilities and natural resources, the distri-
bution of the necessities, the hiring and paying of the tech-
nical experts, could be worked out, one part of the require-
ments for social progress would be effected. However, there
are more than these that are necessary to any real advancement
in society.
Mental attitudes play a very crucial part in social
progress. Any advancement is blocked completely by the wrong
attitudes, and cannot occur without the right ones. Attitude^
seem to be of a strongly emotional nature, yet they do have
some cognitive elements. They appear to function somewhat
similarly to habits, being deep-seated habitual ways of reacting
to life. Motives, the impulses behind the motives, the extra'
intellectual forces, and the controls that influence specific
action have much bearing on the type of attitude held by each
individual. All of these directly affect his interests, pre-
judices, judgements, and decisions.
The gathering and analyzing of facts in regard to social
problems and aspirations are very necessary, but anyone that
feels that such a presentation of the facts will be sufficient
deehsLedly^ mistaken The mos^
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obvious truths and the most convincing facts will rot be
enough to influence people to change their minds or manners ofi
living. Before the facts lie attitudes. People rationally
assent to the findings of science, both physical and social,
but it Is their attitudes that make them radicals or revolutloii-
Ists, anti-vivisecticnists, or opposed to conservation of re-
sources. In such a manner, mental attitudes play their irtaJop|
part in Influencing social progress. They are such strong
defensive walls that no amount of rational and logical trutli
1
is sufficient to break through their resistence.
It seems, then, quite logical to assume that progress,
both personal and social. Is a matter primarily of change of
attitudes. This change must come first. It leads to a new
orientation; most aspects of life assume a new color, and it
is not until quite a little later that the social change reall|f
I
I
comes. It is this phase of hiiman behavior that revolutions !
and radical changes do not take into account. The mechanisms!
i
of government and society may be changed by a single upheaval,
but this does not affect the real attitudes and habits of a
whole people. These cannot be affected so rapidly nor as
easily. They will change outwardly to some extent, but
gradually they will persist and nullify most of the effects of
2
the drastic change.
The technique for changing attitudes would than seem to
be one of the keys to social progress. Hence any plan would
Tl Hertzler, Joyce 0 ., delation of Wental Attitudes to Social
— Progress .
2;~T!bg^~(lu3 / Kmdaunahtal's of Social Psvchology
.
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have to be presented and carefully worked out by all the facts
of social psychology in order to have it succeed in actual
operation.
j
Attitudes are most difficult to alter if they have been
! connected with emotional experience, and any plan for the
!
alteration of society such as the one that has been discussed
would be seriously affected by this. Decided changes would
be necessary as regards the family, marriage, education,
and these are closely bound to the major emotional ties.
Professor A. B. Wolfe has v/orked out a keen and clear-
cut analysis of and distinction between the different current !
attitudes concerning social change. This scale of attitudes
1
he likens to the solar spectrum in v/hlch, from left to right,
he lists radicalism, liberalism or progressivlsm, conservatismj
and reactionism in that order. Each of these has its vary-
I
I
ing degrees of intensity and its shading into the adjacent
i
attitudes.
I
! Progress has always met with much resistence. Nearly
!
all really great men have been accepted under protest, if at
all. Few have known during their whole lifetime anything but
I
public disapproval. New ideas must oppose some well-planned
[
and settled habits, and so people for this reason have tried
I
I to star.ip them out. 'Heresy', 'sedition', 'disloyalty',
'un-Americanism' have been the condemning names given to such
new ideas, and society has generally met the exponents of thes(
ideas with ostracism, banishment, or death.
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Actual instances of such treatment are found frequently?
in the pages of history. Socrates was accused and condemned
for corrupting the youth of his day. Jesus was condemned be-
fore Pilate for attemtping to put something real into the de-
cadent religion and philosophy of his time. Galileo had to
swear the world was stationary to avoid a death sentence.
As previously stated, no new truth has ever gained real
recognition without displacing some honored and precious belie
These beliefs are never given up easily or without a struggle
Discouraging as this may be to the enthusiastic supporters
of any new plan, there is an element of stability in this
characteristic without which our society would be of little
value. There would be a certain amount of treachery in dis-
regarding any cherished conviction upon the dictation of an
authority, however scientific and esteemed the authority was.
Progress is founded upon a slow but steady breaking down of '
former methods of social adjustment and the building of new
ones to take their place as rapidly as needed.
The right material, the proper legal and social
conditions are not necessarily guarantees of progress. There
must be some high ethical standards to serve as stimulating
and disciplinary elements. Self-sacrifice, loyalty, devotion
and allegiance are important to the best achievements of the
Individual. If these are combined in a people trained to
moderation, restraint, self-control, self-denial, limitation
of desires, resistance to temptation, and a sense of respon-
sibility, great heights can be attained. Here would be the
Vl K*'.
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qualities necessary to rut a plan or scherr.e of reorganization
into effect. "The spiritual and ethical elements are so
significant in progress that technical rroficiency is an empty
i shell or a runaway machine without it,"^ Mrs. Martin has
;
skillfully played upon the no'f^ler emotions and feeliners in
I
writing and planning the presentation of the National Liveli-
I
hood Plan.
I
Parental love, symrathy, hatred of injustice, patriotism,
j
moral indignation, hope, love of security, and puMic spirit,
'are definitely recognized anci >uilt up in her earnest and
I
I
sincere effort to convince others of the valuable elements
1
; in her plan. That she could really nut it before the average
I
.citizen so that it would meet ’^ith his whole-hearted approval
and convince him of the necessity for his earnest support is
possible, but it would require a long and carefully planned
cam.paign. Attitudes obstruct, but they also construct, ^nien
I
they are favorable, the greater part of any battle is won.
[Thus, on such an intangible and indefinite thread hangs the
I
probability of success or failure of Mrs. Martin's plan.
I
1. Hart, Homell Norris, The Technique of Social Progress.
, pp. 105-1^9
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V/hat is the plan?
’t/That are its strongest points?
Would the comnions he a successful organization and advantageoi
to the individual?
Gould all of the necessities realljr be provided by them?
Gould the discipline problem be v/orked out satisfactorily?
Will incentive suffer to too great an extent?
s

II
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CONCLUSION
All of the nation's young people of both sexes, betv/een tljle
ages of 18 and 26
,
as a continuation of their public school educa
ition, shall be industrially organized to produce under scientific
jdirection, a sufficiency of the necessary goods and services to
I
iconstitute a decent livelihood, and to distribute these goods and
I
services without buying and sellino; then to the entire populatior
This National Livelihood Flan definitely has its advantages.
By separating the necessities from the luxuries and treating botrj
factors individually, there is more opportunity and chance that
each might be within the managing ability of human power. The
necessity phase v;ould be taken care of by this great new institu-
tion that could not only sunply the whole country v/ith necessities,
I
tluit v/ou] d provide every young person ’.vith a job. The fuller us^
i
lof the productive capacity of machinery to no one's detriment
I
*
I
jthrough the means of a planned economy v;ould eliminate the v/aste
and the other conditions that nov; cause poverty. No one really
would need to lack the essentials of life.
Ill
Tlie abolition of the use of money and the doing av/ay with
the practice of buying and selling eliminates the probability of
chance and provides more security than is possible in our country
{today.
!
j
Progressive ideas and inventions in the industrial line
ijv/ould no longer cause unem;ployment and misery. It v/ould only
I
serve to shorten the length of service required or broaden and
enlarge the necessities provided.
1. Martin, Mrs. Frestonia Mann, Prohibiting Poverty
.
p.6.
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i These are the author's main claims for her nlan. She ha^
I
feuilt her system carefully. Tlie more obvious indictments again
the majority of other plans seem to have been taken into considei
I
jation and avoided. She does not suooress all liberty or indivi;
I
lality as have most other schemes, but the human element being as
I
i|
'lit is, uncertain, irrational, and difficult to determine, there
If/.'ould have to be changes in order to have it work.
This necessary change in attitudes is of very considerable
proportions, and would require much thought and planning. An in
I
tensive campaign to school the minds of the people would have to
jndertaken.
^
Military conscription is an accepted fact in many European
Countries, and during a v/ar, military training is compulsorv even
I
in our own country. If this can be effected for such disastrous
I
II
jjandertakings
,
it seems logical enougli to assume, that with proioer
jcondi tioning, people might conceivably give up the eight most pro
I
f
ising years of their lives for security for the rest of their da
owever, this plan compelling all young persons to engage in the
jbroductive operation of basic necessities does not take into con-
;!
^ideration the natural trend or instinct^ hereditary or otherwise
f the individual. For instance, it would be a difficult task t
ake a farmer out of an artist, and by the time he or she reached
the age of 26, it is quite conceivable that such a person would b|
ipoiled for successfully doing either
.
j.-
i!
JThat a person wi^es to engage in for his life work is
IID
rB
ijlisually formed in his own mind long before he reaches the age of il6,
1
1
Jind to suppress his ambitions until that age would react to the

Ill
detriment of the work that he could have done if allowed to
begin his life's work at an earlier age. This could not helh
but have its effect upon the quality of the resultant civili-
|
zation.
A word about the necessities to be provided by these co|jn-
moners is quite important. Mrs. Martin's list of the seven
basic essentials includes food, clothing, housing, tools,
specialized education, protection, and transportation. These
s.he claims would be provided for by the commoners, but I am
inclined to challange this statement. There is a very good
chance that young people at this age could produce the requiref^
food. The clothing too could be made, tools provided, and
transportation arranged for if enough supervision and instruction
were given them. It seems fantastic, though, to expect these
youngsters to provide sufficient protection. Mrs. Martin
may not have a system similar to the present police force in
mind. She may have assumed that the plan in operation would '
decrease crime so much that such an organization for law and
order would have very little to do. One does not know exactljf-
what she was thinking of, but to have protection in the present
sense of the word dependent wholly on youth seems unwise.
Seniority in itself gives power, prestige, and authority.
Lacking this, how are such children going to handle the older ,
people who, with so much greater leisure, will probably be
much m.ore apt to be troublesome than they are new? Protectioiji
I
and education seem to be two necessary items that had better b^
j|
provided through other means rather than by the commons. One
cannot, by the greatest stretch of his imagination, see how th^
commoners could provide the education. Teachers need
training, and how could the com-
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:emoners be expected to have training enough to enable them to raa
good teachers? They will have to v/ait until after their gradu
tion for any higher education that they may desire, and surely
this is necessary to insure good instruction. The happiness ai d
well-being of persons under this plan would be very much dependf nt
upon the success of its educational s:^/stem. ".Tio v;ould trust sc
much responsibility to inexperienced youth'.
Everyone must have some discipline in his or her life or
chaos will inevitably result. However, there is a very real d^-
ger that it will be overdone. The general trends today are grcw/-
ing more definitely away from any t;;7pe of group discipline. Tlile
fewer the rules and customs, the better any organization or instji-
tution seems to be. This can be readily seen in the latest
plans and Ideals of all phases of education. To encourage indi
vidual expression and to foster a creative attitude have seemed
the prooer aims to specialists and researchers in this field.
Could this be continued under the commons, or v/ould it be dis-
carded? George Bernard Shav; has said about the matter of disci
pline and freedom, ’’There is a need of discipline, but it should
be that discipline that comes from the realization of one's own
needs, from the feeling of something which one wishes to achieve
Nothing of importance is ever achieved ’//itho^Jt discipline. I
feel myself sometimes not wholly in sympathy with some modern edlti-
cational theorists, because I think that they underestimate the
part that discipline plays. But the discipline you have in lif1|2
should be one determined by your own desires and yoi^rovTn needs,
not put upon you by society or authority ." ^
1. Shaw, George B., How to be Free and Hapoy
.
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IThe youth of our nation would he required to wear uniform'?.
'Practical, comfortahle, end becoming (if one mode of dress could
lever be good-looking on all types of people) but nevertheless
uniforms.
I
They will eat in huge mess halls "just like students in a
[college dormitory." College life is, in the hearts of most of
I
'America, the ideal, and any reference to it strikes a soft spot
lin the emotions of the greater majority. As far as eating is
concerned, though, what college student does not spend the
i
greater part of his allowance "eating out?" The satisfaction of
a good meal at home where whims and fancies can be considered
once in a while is very considerable.
I
I
All day they work at a job that perhaps they like and are
fitted for, but just as possible they are not. The guidance
clinics, if very efficient, and successful, having all the
[i
i|iecsssary jobs available, could not possibly give one hundred
l^er. cent satisfaction because of the difficulty of determingin
ii
'the individual’s capabilities, tendencies, and interests. Actual
ji
[in the commons organization, there would be a specified number of
i'
iijobs available to be filled. Under no consideration could any
li
guidance center chansre these specifications. They can do m.uch
;io help in the placement, but some individuals must suffer.
il
!
I
;i That many suffer now is undeniable. There is little logic,
i;
Jbhough, in changing a system if there is not some betterment, for
change in itself does not denote progress, and in the present
I
^ystem there is at least the reward of payment in cash with
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^bso! choiae 1n spendings
’^Hiat uninteresting and dull specimens of humanity this
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plan seems apt to breedJ They would be coddled, pampered, gujl-
ded, and supervised until they were 26 years old. What wouldj
happen to their initiative? Their courage? Their work wouljd
be made easy, their working conditions ideal, their every move
(except of course their evenings) would be planned and directe|i
for them. Their brains would not have to be stirred from thej
!
serene complacency they3}3ould be in when life flows along regU|f
larly, easily, and "like a song". Between the ages of 18
and 26, initiative, enthusiasm, and optimism naturally reach
their peak. If smothered then, will they be able to be
aroused again? Probably not to the full capacity and strengtjji
that once they might have had.
At the age of 26 and upon their graduation, are the
young people really going to continue to work? Some will,
of course. I cannot imagine many women wearing "cotton in
summer, woolen in winter, plain but sturdy" for very long with-
out doing something about it. However, if it became the
accepted standard, their ideas and wants might conceivably be
chsuiged.
Such a spirit as the one she portrays that would prevail
of the easy-going, all-is-well, no-one-can- starve, anything-is-
possible- to- the-young variety as a contrast to our own hurrying!
competitive system of today seems gloriously ideal and peacefu],
.
It would not be really satisfying nor would it be very conduci^ie
to progress.
Incentive is a very important element in progress, whetltler
individual or social. When it is great enough and of the righ t
kind it can inspire an individual to attain tremendous heights.
This is the pov;er behind the psychologist’s theory of compensa-j
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tion. It can mean the difference betv/een life and death to a
person who is physically ill. This valuable quality is one
that would suffer greatly under this new scherne. ^Vhy, after
they have spent eight years as a member of the organization and
so are provided with the necessities for life, should a person
work very hard? With Mr. Smith on his left a naturally poor
worker, and John Jones on his right, a shirker, should Mr. X
do any more v/ork than necessary to keep, up with them? Russia
has v/orked out a system bearing some resemblance to the commons
except that they are required to work for life at their job of
gaining a living. The production rate of the country as a
whole is high, but individual production does not equal that of
the United States. One could argue that there is little need
then of forcing and burdening the worker if the collective re-
sult is better and more satisfactory. Perhaps there is not.
The waste in our system allows the individual to function to
full capacity. The other, subordinates the individual for the
collective advantage of the v/hole. Ideally, if every person
could be given, under good v/orking conditions, the opportunity
to produce all in his capacity, the race would probably be finer
and potentially greater. Any state shaald be at its. strongest
when the individuals conprising it are allowed and encouraged to
reach the full extent of their ability.
The National Livelihood Plan is dependent upon a perfect
numan element in the management and the labor of the commons
organization. Politics is not discriminating, and it should
be remembered that all of these young people are not going to
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be wholly and completely segregated from the rest of the coun-
try. Also, every one of these workers is one day going to
vote. '^ere there is a will there is a way and it would not
be difficult to find some loopholes through which politics
might conceivably touch the commoner.
The government v/ould have a Yevy powerful influence ove;'
the youth of our nation. The educational system would be-
come very much centered upon the individual's training for
work in the commons. This would narrov; its objective and so
limit the width of a person's freedom of choice. Students
may not know what they want or what they need, but I doubt
whether the state could have a better knov/ledge. A tendency
to have the best interests of the state in predominant impor-
tance could hardly be avoided.
There are innumerable other questionable practices that
would have to become the accepted mode of behavior if this
plan were effected. The method and manner of inauguration
is of primary importance.
A political upheaval might seem desirable to some per-
sons as the only way to attempt to put such a plan into effect
The other methods of gr.adually influencing the minds of the
people and aiding them to see the advantages of such change
are admittedly very slow. They take time and patience, and
require also a great deal of ingenuity and intelligence. How-
ever, the end does not Justify the means. To have peaceful
security one cannot use belligerent or forceful methods. Mrs.
Martin does not advocate anything startling or extreme, but
c
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neither has she laid any definite plans for the initiation of 8i|
new order beyond the technical details.
When such tyrannical rule holds sway in Germany, when opj-
pression is as continuous as it is in Russia, when supervision
is as close as it is in Italy and people seem to live, prosper,
and be happy, anything seems possible. Human nature is an
indefinable quality that has to be reckoned with. Perhaps
the Russians are right in their belief that human nature is
not as stable a thing as we have supposed, and that it can be
changed to meet any conditions by a change of environment and
training. Surely American psychologists have as much authorlt|r
as the Soviet in their respective views, and time may be the
judge. Will the Russian people be as they are anticipated to the?
Many are anxious to see how this experiment works out.
Meanwhile Americans are quite different from Russians.
Their backgrounds and training vary so that there could be
little comparison insofar as workable social schemes are con-
cerned. The question is, though, whether this National Live-
lihood Plan could be really effected as smoothly as Mrs. Martin
pictures it. An act of Congress, the appointment of a Board i
i
of E'irectors, an extensive scientific Investigation and researcji
of the various phases of the plan do not take into account any
{
public opinion or opposing political factions. These would be!
strong influences upon any undertaking, and must be reckoned wi
Technically the plan might work. Its faults and diffi-
culties do not seem as extreme as those of schemes already in
effect. Actually
,
it would take a long period for planning th|^
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oX beXp.rloIjra v'rra yonX ea ©Iqo^c neleeix/l anX XXIir/
.Xifo. E' low Xngnu’iecoce » ’rfX v/o/f ©oe oX hr'cixaa ©'ta ynav
.c^aipet/^ nr'rl Xno'is'l'^Ib ©Xlxip v^o rxiBOf'ro'fA ©C^dwqaeM
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details and a lon2;er period for conditi^inin^; public opinion and
attitudes so thaijit Y,’'ould be successful.
There is one bi^; rea.son for the failure of previously suv-
jested plans for Utopian civilization. The planninp; is fault-
less in many of these. Tliey need one thing, however, that has
always and always will be lacking. A perfect state requires a
perfect man, and no one has yet made humanity perfect.
I.Trs, UTartin, like raany others, has' put much thought into
her efforts to solve the problems of the present day. Her pla,n
for cocial improvement is set forth clearly and convincingly.
Her enthusiasm for, her confidence in, and her hope in regard t
humanity is refreshing. Sie has done a coiiiiiiendable job, but
whether the details of the plan are founded on the facts cf ex-
perience is questionable.
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